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ABSTRACT

Rice production in Indonesia increased rapidly during the last two decades-

This increase has exerted downward pressure on the price level. The government

of Indonesia operates a price stabilisation program in order to reduce uncertainty

with regard to the price for paddy and milled rice. This program involves the

implementation of floor price for paddy and ceiling price for milled rice, and is

associated with the maintenance of buffer stocks through controlled purchases and

releases of rice from stock over time.

In relation to the maintenance of buffer stock, the government purchases

paddy or milled rice from both private traders and cooperatives, the main

participants in the rice marketing system. The cooperatives function to secure the

fixed floor price deærmined by the government. The private traders, on the other

hand, purchase paddy from farmers at the going market (retail) price. During the

off-season, the price for milled rice at the retail level is usually high. Therefore, the

paddy price offered by privaæ traders at the farm level is higher than that offered

by cooperatives (the floor price).

This study was prompted by the problem arising during the abundant

seÍrson, namely, the situation where the offer price of private traders at the farm

level is lower than the price offered by the cooperatives. As a consequence, the

farmers selling paddy through private traders would be worse off from not having

accepted the floor price offered by the cooperatives. Broadly, this would defeat

the central objective of the rice procurement program to support incomes through

price for farmers wellbeing. Furthermore, in the situation that the offer price of

privaæ traders is lower than the offer price of cooperatives, doubts have been

publicly expressed that the cooperatives are not able to compete with the private

traders in purchasing of paddy from farmers at the farm level. Therefore, the
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relative prices offered by privaæ traders and cooperatives, in combination with

other socioeconomic factors, would affect the quantity of paddy sold by farmers

through cooperatives.

The normative concept of uniform prices and the ordinary least squares

(OLS) æchnique for the multiple regression are applied to compare the

performance of the alternative buyers (ie. privaæ traders and cooperatives) in

relation to the rice marketing in the Hulu Sungai Tengah District, and to examine

the factors determining the quantity of paddy sold by farmers.

The results show that the average prices for paddy offered by private

traders and cooperatives at the farm level are not significantly different (ie. that is,

they are essentially uniform). Also, the cooperatives compete effectively with

private traders for the farmers' marketed surplus of paddy. Hence, farmers selling

paddy to private traders are not significantly either worse off or better off from not

having accepted the floor price offered by cooperative buyers.

Although the cooperatives are competitive in terms of purchases and

prices, their targer farmer suppliers a¡e less well defined compared to those of

private traders. Cooperatives tend not to target particular supplier groups' as

indicated by the wider variation in their suppliers in ærms of income, production,

distance, household size, age, and education. Private traders, on the other hand,

are evidently selccrive in their choice of farmer suppliers, buytng significantly more

from those who livc further away from the location of their warehouses, those who

are younger farmers, and those who are less well educaæd.

Overall, the rice marketing system in the district studied seems to be

delivering pricing efficiency. This is manifesæd in the similar degree of

responsiveness to retail price signals by both types of buyers. The implication is

that sales through private traders and cooperatives give farmers a similar

proportion or share of consumer price over time.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Ïhe Problem and Its Setting

1.1.1 The Problem Setting

Although the agricultural sector's share in the Indonesian economy has

fallen, agriculture continues to have an important role in national economic

development. The contribution of this sector in Indonesia's Gross Domestic

Product (GDP) decreased from 50.1 per cent in 1968 (Pearson, Falcon, Heytens,

Monke, and Naylor 1991), a yeaf before launching the First Five-Year

Development Plan (REPEUTA I, 1969-1973), to 20 per cent in 1990 (Ananta and

Pungut 1992). The decrease in agriculture's contribution reflects the growth of

other sectors, particularly the industrial and services sectors, and the government's

effort to balance the growth of agricultural and nonagricultural sectors. In other

words, economic development has involved "a major Eansformation of the

economy which even under conditions most favourable to agriculture includes a

substantial relative decline in the position of the agriculture sector" (Mellor 1966, p

2r).

Despiæ the relatively lower contribution of the agricultural sector to

Indonesia's Gross Domestic Product (GDP), several factors make agricultural

development important for Indonesia's overall economic development. The

majority of the Indonesian population still lives in rural areas with agriculture being

their major sources of income. According to the rWorld Bank, about 76 per cent of

rural households are engaged in agricultural activity (Rondonuwu 1987). Hence, a



small growth in agriculture could have a large absolute impact on overall

employment and general community weltbeing. The agricultural sector has

contribuæd significantty to employment growth in the past. For instance, during

the period l97l to 1986, the number of people employed in the agricultural sector

increased by an average of 9.2 per cent a. year (Pearson, Falcon, Heytens, Monke,

and Naylor 1991), as against an overall population growth rate of 2.25 per cent a

year over about the same period (Ismet 1988; Sapuan 1990; Ananta and Pungut

I992). Generally, the government's effoß towa¡ds agricultural development have

been directed towards, among others, increasing employment and incomes through

greater production (Agricultural Service of the South Kalimantan Province 1990).

Within the agricultural sector, rice is the preferred staple food for the

majority of Indonesians and a dominant sub-sector accounting for 3I.7 per cent (in

1987) of the value of agricultural production (Pearson, Falcon, Heytens, Monke,

and Naylor 1991). For this reason, the government's agricultural development

policy emphasises the need for increases in rice production as a means of increasing

fanners' income (Agricultural Service of the South Kalimantan Province 1990). In

addition, increases in rice production are seen as a means to a greater equality in

the distribution of income (Colombo Plan Bureau 1976).

In accordance with its emphasis on the development of the rice industry,

the government of Indonesia has attempted to implement various kinds of

programs to that end. One such program is the inænsification program, that is,

"the program inducing improved cropping management along with increased

fertilizer and insecticide use on irrigaæd land planted with the new highly fertihzer

responsive seed" (Mears 1981, p 22). This program has operated to signifrcantly

increase rice production. During the twenty years from 1968 to 1988, the total

production of rice in Indonesia increased markedly by some 4.6 per cent a year on

average (Ismet 1988; Pearson, Falcon, Heytens, Monke, and Naylor 1991). As a

2



result, since the mid-1980s Indonesia has moved from being one of the world's

biggest rice importing countries to being a rice self-suffrcient country @ondonuwu

1987; Ismet 1988). As implied in Tabte 1.1, be¡veen 1968 and 1988 the absolute

average quantity of rice production increased by about 4.6 pet cent, while imporu

fell by 19 per cent from the average level of imports in the 1970s.

Table 1.1 Rice Production and Imports in Indonesia, 1968-88

Yea¡ Production

(million tons)

Impons

(million tons)

1968

69

1970

7l
72

73

74

75

76

77

78

79

1980

81

82

83

84

85

86

87

88

rt.67

t2.25

13.14

t3.72

13.18

t4.61

15.28

15.18

15.84

15.88

17.53

18.87

20.t6

22.29

22.84

24.01

25.93

26.54

26.78

27.25

28.33

0.63

0.60

0.96

0.49

0.74

r.66

t.07

0.67

r.28

r.96

1.84

1.93

2.03

0.53

0.30

1.16

0.38

0.00

0.00

0.t2
0.02

Source: National Food Logistics Agency (BULOG) cited in Ismet (1988);

Pearson, Falcon, Heytens, Monke, and Naylor (1991).
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The focus in this study is on the Hulu Sungai Tengah District, one of the

districts in the South Kalimantan Province of Indonesia. This district t1'pically

generates a surplus in rice production. Rice production has increased steadily in

tlris district. For instance, during the 1979-92 period, the increase in rice

production averaged about 2.90pet cent a year (Table 1.2).

Table 1.2 Rice Production in the Hulu Sungai Tengah District, 1979-92

Year Production

(tons)

Annual Change

(%)

r979

80

81

82

83

84

85

86

87

88

89

1990

91

92

74,992

76,997

95,853

84,069

95,035

103,193

107,051

105,738

105,201

111,81 I

lo3,79l
lll,4r9
106,464

106,384

2.67

11.50

-2.08

13.04

8.58

3.74

-1.23

-0.51

6.28

-7.r7

7.35

-4.45

-0.08

I

I

I

Source: Agricultural Service of the Souttr Kalimantan Province 1988 and 1993

Rapid increases in rice production have given rise to problems in rice

marketing acúvities, such as distribution, storage, processing and price. Expansions

in rice supply have exerted downwa¡d pressure on the price level. In order to

reduce uncertainty with regard to price for paddy and milled rice, the government

operates a price stabilisation program. Syafradji (19SS p.228) states that "it is

4
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I

relevant that one of the accepted policies of Iæss Developing Countries'

govemment is to intervene in the price mechanism in order to bring about price

stability for key commodities such as rice, as well as to achieve a desired pattern of

income distribution". In Indonesia, the progr¿rm involves the implementation of

floor price for paddy and ceiling price for milled rice, and is associated with the

maintenance of buffer stocks for the purpose (Mears and Anden 1972;Ismet 1988;

Sapuan 1990). Thus, rice marketing is directly controlled by the government in

order to secure farmer income and ensure consumer food security, both of which

are expected to lead to greater social stability. This control is implemented by

defending the floor price to the farmers at the farm level, protecting the ceiling

price for milled rice at the retail level, and doing so by maintaining adequate buffer

stocks.

The rice price policy is designed to confine the price of paddy and milled

rice within a price band, so ¿ts to achieve st¿bility both at producer and consumer

levels. The floor price would place a lower bound against downward price

variability to protect producer returns in abundant seasons. The ceiling price policy

would ¿rssure a maximum price for consumers in order to protect real incomes,

given a low Indonesian per capita income of US$580 in 1990 (Ananta and Pungut

1992), of which a large proportion (about 59 per cent) would be spent on food

(Department of Agriculture of the Republic of Indonesia 1994). Buffer stocks are

used to stabilize prices through controlled purchases and releases of rice from

stocks over time. Hardaker, I-ewis, and McFarlane (1970 p.161) define buffer

stocks as an arrangement whereby "part of supply is withheld from the market

during a period of depressed demand or heavy supply and is retained for disposal in

a period of more buoyant demand or short supply". Thus in Indonesia, a

government operated buffer stock scheme functions as a part of the price

stabilisation mechanism by being used to store a portion of the paddy or milled rice

5
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in years of large production and low prices so that the product can be tansferred

through time for release in years of high prices. The buffer stock scheme can be

distinguished from the alternative method of reducing price instability through the

creation of a st¿bilisation fund. Under this scheme, "funds are accumulated by

paying producers less than current market prices in favourable years and then this

money is used to make supplementary payments to producers in low-priced yeals"

(Tomek and Robinson 1972, P 281).

The price stabilisation program is implemented by regularly monitoring

open market prices. This monitoring is undertaken by special æam of officers

(called TIM MONITORING HARGA PRODUSEN GABAH DAN PALAWIJA)

formed by the government. If the tearn reports that the paddy price at the farm

level is at or below the floor price determined by the government every year (see

Appendix 1), the government through the village cooperatives (hereafter refened

to as cooperatives), compulsorily purchases paddy from the farmers in order to

secgre the floor price. This therefore operates as a domestic procurement progrÍrm

for stock building. Conversely, when the price of paddy at the farm level exceeds

the floor price, the government (ie the cooperatives) desists from further purchases

of paddy from the farmers.

Similar processes operate to measure the milled rice price at the retail

ma¡ket. Here again the government's special æam (called TIM MONITONNG

HARGA KONSUMEII) regularly monitors the milled rice price at the retail market

in order to identify the trigger points for releases from stocks. 
'When the price for

milled rice exceeds the pre-identified ceiling price level, the government sells milled

rice from stocks to retailers and consumers.

The above mechanism enables price stabilisation through a balance between

stock building and stock releasing. As Mellor (1966) emphasises, the proper

management of buffer stocks is required in order to implement the price

6



stabilisation program effectively. If the trigger price for stock building is set too

high the stock will be continuously increased. Conversely, the stock will be fed out

if the trigger price is set too low for stock releases.

The buffer stock arrangement is managed by the National Food Logistics

Agency (BULOG) as the single agency for rice purchases for the government's

domestic procurement program. The cooperatives operate as agents of BULOG

for the purpose. The procedure of procurement is that the cooperatives purchase

paddy directly from the farmer at the floor price, with adjusünents for paddy

standard quality (see Appendix 2) and transportation costs from the farmer's house to

the location of the cooperative's warehouse. They then handle and process the

paddy into the miled rice according to the milled rice standard quality

requirements determined by the government (see Appendix 3). Finally, the

cooperatives sell the paddy and/or milled rice to DOLOG (the National Food

Logistics Agency's office at province level) and/or SUBDOLOG (branches of

DOLOG at district levels). For the purpose of their purchases, the cooperatives get

funds from the government through the Indonesian People's Ba¡k (BANK RAKYAT

INDONESIA) under a rice procurement credit facility at a low interest rate. In the

1993 procurement program, for instance, the interest rate for the cooperatives was

19 per cent per annum compared to the commercial inærest rate of 24 pet cent per

annum. It is not known to what extent the inærest rate is concessional (ie.

subsidised) after allowing for the reduced risk in tending to cooperative agencies

compared to private firms.

The cooperatives are not permitæd to sell the paddy and milled rice on the

open markets even though the price in the open markets may be higher than the

purchase price offerod by the government through DOLOG and SUBDOLOG

agencies. The exceptions are when: (a) particular cooperatives have been free of

debt to the government during the last two years, and (b) particular cooperatives
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have failed to meet the standard paddy/milled rice quality requirements deærmined

by the government. In the former case, the cooperatives may sell on the open

market because the government considers that the such cooperatives have shown

good perfofmance ie. these cooperatives have shown government that they can

manage the credit and pay it back. In the latter case, the government (DOLOG or

SUBDOLOG) does nor accept paddy or milled rice below quality standards

because the paddy/milled rice would have been held in stock for a certain period

before being released to the ma¡ket (having performed the function of protecting

the ceiling price) and would be sold to the 'budget groups' (civil servants and

armed forces).

Private traders can legally participate in the domestic procurement

program. Their operations ate determined by circumstances in the open ma¡ket.

The private traders purchase paddy directly from farmers at the farm level. They

then handle, process and may even store the paddy and milled rice for certain

periods before selling such product on the open markets or to the government

(DOLOG or SUBDOLOG). Thus, the privaæ traders have more freedom to

decide where their paddy or milled rice could be sold, compared to the

cooperatives. This means that when prices aÍe at or near the floor price, the

cooperatives are likely to be the major buyers, while when prices are above the

floor price, private traders are likely to be the major buyers.

1.1.2 The Problem

The private traders and cooperatives are both participants in the existing

rice marketing system. They can both purchase paddy directly from farmers at the

farm level. On the one hand, the cooperatives operate to provide an assured

ma¡ket and guarantee cash payment to the farmers at the floor price. This means
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that the price offered to the farmers is based on the fxed floor price, afær making

adjusfinent for transportation costs from the farmers' houses to the location of the

cooperatives' wa¡ehouses, the quatity of paddy, storage costs, handling costs, and

processing costs. The private traders, on the other hand, purchase paddy from the

farmers at the going market (retail) price, afær adjusting for quality of paddy,

transportation costs, storage costs, handting costs, and processing costs. Thus, the

demand for paddy by the private traders at the farm level is derived from the

demand for milled rice at the retail level. During the off-season, the price for milled

rice at the retail level is usually high so the paddy price offered by private traders at

the farm level is higher than the floor price (ie. the price offered by the

cooperatives). In this situation, the private traders a¡e able to benefit farmers more

than the cooperatives. The problem arises during the main harvest (abundant)

season, namely, the situation where the offer price of private traders at the

farm level is lower than the price offered by the cooperatives (floor price). As

a consequence, the farmers selling paddy through private traders would be

worse off from not having accepted the floor price offered by the

cooperatives. Broadly, this would defeat the central objective of the rice

procurement program to support incomes through price for farrners

wellbeing.

Furthermore, in the situation that the offer price of private traders is lower

than the offer price of cooperatives, doubts have been publicly expressed that the

cooperatives are not able to compete with privaæ traders in purchasing of paddy

from farmers at the farm level. This relates to the presumption that the

cooperatives are subject to less flexible facilities and procedures than are private

traders. Also, subsistence farmers are likely to have their options between the

altemative avenues of sale limited due to previous linkages arising from credit,

inertia, and cultural factors. Therefore, the price of paddy offered at the farm level,
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in combination with other socioeconomic factors would affect the quantity of

paddy sold by farmers through cooperatives.

1.2 Hypotheses

On the basis of the defined problem, the following hypotheses emerge for

testmg

1. That there are significant differences between the offer price of private traders

and cooperative price for paddy at the farm level during the main harvest season'

On the theoretical presumption that the offer price of private traders is lower than

the cooperative (floor) price, therefore the farmers selling paddy through private

traders would be worse off from not having accepted the cooperative price.

2. That there are several factors that significantly affect the quantity of paddy sold

by farmers. On the theoretical presumption that the price offered by the buyers

(price received by farmers) at the farm level, and other socioeconomic factors, such

as household income, paddy production, time lapse between harvest and sales,

amount of credit borrowed by farmers, distance between the location of the buyer's

warehouse and farmer's house, household size, age, and education would affect the

quantity of paddy sold by farmers through private traders and cooperatives.

1.3 Objective of the Study

In the light of the postulated hypotheses, the overall objective of the study

is to compare the performance of the rice marketing undertaken by the private
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traders and cooperatives in the Hulu Sungai Tengah District with a view to

identifying marketing planning implications for the cooperatives.

The specific objectives are as follows:

1. To compare privaæ trader and cooperative prices for paddy at the farm level,

with a view to determining whether the two sets of prices benefit or disadvantage

farmers in the district studied.

2. To examine the behaviour of the price spread between farm and retail levels,

including the temporal movements of marketing margins for both systems.

3. To measure the contribution of the offer price of private traders and

cooperatives and other socioeconomic factors to the quantity of paddy sold by the

farmers through the both types of the buyers.

4. To identify marketing planning opportunities for improving the performance of

cooperatives.

1.4 Importance of the Study

This study has immediate policy relevance for Indonesia in general and the

Hulu Sungai Tengah District of the South Kalimantan Province in particular. The

government has made attempts to monitor the paddy price at the producer level

regularly by appointing the special team (called TIM MONITORING HARGA

PRODUSEN GABAH DAN PAIAWIJA). However, the information provided by

this team is stitl far from enough to clarify the problems.
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Doubts have been publicly expressed that these problems might be caused

by the ineffectiveness of the inærmediaries involved in the existing marketing

system. Hence, this study attempts to find out empirically about the real nature of

the problems. This would provide a basis for improved policy solutions to the

problems.

Alleviating the problems could be of considerable benefit to farmers. It is

expected that farmers will be betær off if they can receive a higher price for their

paddy, at least equal to the floor price in abundant seasons. Farmers' income and

wellbeing would then be improved. It would also contribute to capital formation

for further investment for rural development. Also the cooperatives will assume the

role envisaged for them by the Indonesian Government, namely, a major agent for

achieving greater rural stability and wellbeing.

1.5 Organisation of Thesis

Covered so far are the setting and problem definition bases for formulating

hypotheses and identifying objectives.

In chapter two is presented the theoretical framework. This will be used as

a basis for all of the aspects to be examined in the rest of this study. In chapter

three is presented an overview of the relevant literatures. In chapær four, the data

and methodology are presented. This includes information on the location of the

study as well as an explanation of survey design and sampling methods' Chapter

five presents an analysis of the relevant features of the district under study, drawn

from secondary sources. The analysis of data will be reported in chapters six and

seven. The empirical results (the research findings) in chapter seven provide a basis

for reaching conclusions and implications which are set out in chapter eight.
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CHAPTER T\ryO

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

2.1 Uniform Price Concept

The theoretical formulation of the problem in economic terms has its basis

in the normative marketing concept of uniform prices. Marshall (1930 p'325)

defines the uniform price concept as "the tendency for the same price to be paid for

the same things at the same time in all parts of the markets". This concept

provides a theoretical expectation that the price for paddy offered to farmers by

the private traders and cooperatives at the farm level should be equal after

adjusftnent for differences due to factors of form, place, possession, and time

(defrned subsequently). Abstraction of these factors will reduce both sets of prices

to a common farm level denominator to enable comparisons for determining the

competitiveness of both private traders and cooperatives in purchasing rice. Thus

the concept enables a comparison between the performance of the private traders

against that of the cooperatives.

The principles underlþg the concept of uniform price are derived from the

perfect competition model of neoclassical economics, where nading prices are

arrived at or discovered in various ways and the systems for price discovery

determine the efficicrrcy of the discovery process @reimeyer 1976). The criteria

for eff,rcient price discovery are met in a perfectly competitive system in which

there are many buyers and sellers, no product differentiation, no restriction

preventing firms from entering or leaving the industry, and good communication

for market information (Paine and Mclæan 1991). Shepherd and Furell (1969

p.18) state:



The definition of a perfect competition market given above is

analogous to a physicist's definition of a vacuum. And just as the

physicist defines the abs¡acl concept of a vacuum as a perfect

vacuym or of no heat as absolute zero, the economist may adopt the

term "the perfect market" as the abstract concept of a market. The

necessary conditions for a perfect market are that all the buyers and

sellers in it have perfect knowledge of demand, supply, and prices

and act rationally upon that knowledge. In the simplest case, all the

buyers and sellers of the particular commodity are located at a single

point in space and are doing business at a single instant of time. The

distinguishing featwe of such a malket is ttrat a uniform price

prevails. In the def,rnition just given, three elements are involved: (1)

a particular commodity, (2) a point in space, and (3) an inst¿nt of
time. These three factors requirc some elucidation.

This is the theoretical norm adopæd for this study; it serves as a framework for

analysing the actual situation.

No assumptions are required regarding the economic accuracy of the two

sets of prices to be compa¡ed. The analysis is confined to æsting the prevalence of

market imperfection, as measured by the adjusæd divergence between private

trader and cooperative prices. Then, the existence of deviations from uniform

prices reveals the exisænce of relative pricing efficiency between the privaæ traders

and cooperatives. Breimeyer (197 6 p. 1 34) states:

Research into pricing effrciency almost invariably consists of
comparing observed data with an idealised norm defined by perfect

competiúon. Most common subjects for examination are pricing

accuracy spatially and by quahty. In the former, price topography
maps arc laid out with central ma¡kets as centers. Equal-transport-
costs dclincatc.s the 'perfect' geographical pattern of prices. Against
this map actual observed prices can be compared. If the system

works properly, the ideal and the actual will be identical.

Comparing the private trader and cooperative prices requires that they are

reduced to a common farm level denominator. Therefore, account would need to

be taken of differences which arise from the following factors:
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(a) Form: That the paddy sold to the privaæ traders and cooperatives may be

different in quality and variety. These could be signifrcant factors in causing

differences in the actual prices received by farmers at the farm level.

(b) Place: That the transaction location between private traders and cooperatives

may be different. This could be a significant factor deærmining the difference of

the actual (net) prices received by farmers at the farm level.

(c) Possession: That the nature of ancillary services provided by the private traders

may be different from those provided by the cooperatives.

(d) Time: That the time taken for payment for rice purchases may be different

between private traders and cooperatives. The time preference could be a

significant element in the price differentials between the private traders and

cooperatives. This relates to the fact that the low income farmers, particularly

subsistence farmers, would need quick cash for their basic needs.

In a perfect market, there is a theoretical expectation that: (a) the prices at

any one time are uniform over geographical areas, plus or minus the costs of

getting supplies from surplus to deficit areas; (b) the price would be uniform at any

one point over periods of time, plus or minus the costs of storing from one period

to another (or costs of producing at different time); and (c) the price for different

grades of a product at one point of time would be uniform, plus or minus the costs

of converting the product from one grade or form to another, or the relative costs

of producing the different grades (Waite and Trelogan (1948); Shepherd (1955);

Tomek and Robinson (1972)). The costs of transportation, storage, and

conversion constitute components of marketing margins.
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2.2 Marketing Margins

Marketing margin, which is also referred to as price spread, is defined as

"the difference between farm price and retail price" (Dahl and Hammond 1977

p.139). This simply says that a marketing margin is a difference between the

primary and derived curves for a particular product (Figure 2.1) (tomek and

Robinson 19S1). In this case, the primary demand is deærmined by the response of

the ultimate consumers, whereas, the derived demand is based on price-quantity

relations which exist at the point where products leave the farm, or at inærmediate

points where they are purchased by wholesalers or processors'

The concepts of the primary and derived supply are analogous to those for

demand. Primary supply refers to the relationship at the producer level and the

empirical estimates are based on farm level data. The supply relation at retail level

is derived from the primary relation by adding an appropriate margin.

sd
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Dp

Price

Pr

I

M

I

PT

Dd

Ouantity per unit time

Pr: Retail price Sp: Primary supply
Dd: Derived demand Pf: Farm price
M: Marketing margin

Sd: Derived supply
Dp: Primary demand

Figure 2.1 Primary and Derived Demand/Supply Functions and Marketing Margin.

Source: Tomek and Robinson (1981)
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The concepts of the primary/derived demand/supply apply not only to one

market but two different markets with respect to place that a¡e nevertheless

distinctly intenelated (Tomek and Robinson 1981). One market is the producers'

market, where the farmer sells the product to the intermediary; the other is the

consumers' market, where the intermediary sells the product to the consumer'

Each of these markets has its own pair of demand and supply curves. Therefore,

the marketing margin illustrated in figure 2.2 wùl be define as the difference

between the reøil price in the consumers' market (the intersection between the

primary demand curve and derived supply curve) and producer price at the

producers'ma¡ket (the intersection between the primary supply curves and derived

demand curve)(Tomek and Robinson 1981).

Under this defrnition, Dahl and Hammond (1977) ilgue that the marketing

margin refers only to the price difference and makes no statement about the

quantity of product marketed. The difference of the price at the retail and farm

levels mulúplied by the quantity of product marketed is called the value of the

marketing margin (Dahl and Hammond 1977). This value can be divided into the

following components: (a) marketing costs - returns to the factors of production

used in providing the processing and marketing services rendered between the

farmer and consumcr, such as wages, interest, rents, and profits, and (b) marketing

charges - returns to various agencies or institutions involved in the marketing of

products, such as rctailers, wholesalers, processors, and assemblers.

Tomek and Robinson (1981) suggest another alternative definition of

marketing margin a^s "the price of a collection of marketing services that is the

outcome of the demand for and the supply of such services". These seryices,

sometimes classified on the basis of time, form and place, include such things as

assembly, processing, transportation and retailing (Waiæ and Trelogan 1951;

Tomek and Robinson 1981;Rhodes 1983).
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Thus the marketing margin includes all costs of assembling, processing, storage,

transportation, handling, wholesaling, and retailing in the whole process of moving

the produce from farmers to consumers, as well as the profis of the inærmedia¡ies

involved in the marketing process (Sinha, Kumat, Prasad, and Pandey 1979).

Changes in the costs of providing marketing services will change the

marketing margin. This appears as a shift in the derived demand and derived

supply relations for the product. Under a competitive ma¡ket structure, an increase

in the marketing margins means a decline in derived demand (downward shift) and

derived supply (upward shift) with a consequent increa^se in the retail price and

decrease in the farm price. Conversely, a decrease in the marketing margin will

cause an upward shift of the derived demand and a downward shift of the derived

supply. As a consequence, the price paid by consumers will decrease and the price

received by producers will increase.

The magnitude of the price changes at the farm and retail levels as the

change of the margin will depend on the relative elasticity of the demand and

supply curves of the product (Dahl and Hammond 1977; Tomek and Robinson

1981). If the elasticity of supply and demand is unity, the magnitude of the price

change is proportional between retail (consumer) and farm (producer) levels.

Figure 2.2 shows that the proportion of the price change at the consumer market

(indicated by A) is equal to the proportion of the price change at producer market

(indicated by B). However, if the slope of the demand relation is steeper than that

of the supply relation, the magnitude of the price change at the consumer level

(indicated by A) will be greater than at the producer level (indicaæd by B) (Figure

2.3a). Meanwhile, if the demand curve is more elastic than the supply curye, then

the magnitude of the price change at the consumer (retail) level (indicated by A)

will be smaller than at the producer (farm) tevel (indicated by B) (Figure 2.3b)-
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2.3 Role of Cooperatives

Marketing rice by subsistence farmers presents special problems. The

cause of these problems relates mainly to the circumstances of farmers. The

subsistence farmers a¡e small producers with low incomes who a¡e very vulnerable

to market fluctuations, since they cannot afford to store produce or postpone

harvesting when prices a¡e low. In addition, the vulnerability due to market factors

could be worsened by structural factors. This refers to the unequal bargaining

power between many sellers and relatively few buyers. The consequence of these

conditions is that the income received by the farmers for their produce could be

lower than need to be the case.

On the basis of tÌrese problems, there is a theoretical case to stabilise prices

and suengthen the bargaining power of farmers through agricultural marketing

cooperatives.

One of the main aims of the agricultural ma¡keting cooperatives is to

reduce the inherent bargaining weaknesses of farmers who operate as individuals

in the market. This is because the influence of the individual farmer on the market

is limiæd by the relative smallness of that individual's scale of operations compared

to the scale of operations of the people with whom that farmer is trading. It has

long been held that farmers can find strength in unity (Baker 1989).

If farmers collectively sell their produce in unison their bargaining position

would be improved. Consequentþ, there would be synergistic benefrts, as well as

size economies, because of the implied increases in their scale of operation. When

farmers cooperate, there could be a pooling of a variety of resources, including

fixed capital, management, and marketing competence. It is thought that this

pooling will result in an increase in the profits made by farmers, for both demand-

side and supply-side reasons. On the demand-side, cooperative ma¡keting could
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shift the derived demand curve upward because of reduced marketing costs and a

smaller margin. On the supply-side, synergies and size economies would reduce

unit costs, and enable a downward shift in the primary supply curve. These

relationships a¡e illustrated in fip:rc2.2.

Farm products are commonly produced in rural areas fa¡ distant from the

urban markeþlace. This means that the produce has to be transferred from

production areas to other places where consumer needs exist. This tansfer

process obviously involves costs. In the centralised market system, it is quiæ

common for individual farmers to bring the produce to the ma¡ket, and then

individually sell such produce to buyers. This practice is considered inefficient

because each farmer has to incur high costs for transportation and handling of a

small output.

Also, during the peak season, the farmers are unable to store their produce

for a period of time, and then sell it in the scarce period, thereby stabilising the

price of the produce. The majority of farmers do not store their produce in the

peak season because they do not have storage faciliúes. In any case, their low

income position makes them have a high rate of time preference, meaning that they

have to sell their produce as soon as possible afær ha¡vesting because they need

cash for their basic needs.

Hence, due to the fact that the farm produce has to be delivered from one

place (production point) to another (consumption point), stored from one period of

time (the peak season) to another (the scarce season), and to be converted from

one form (not graded or standardised) to another (graded and standardised), the

role of the agricultural ma¡keting cooperatives can be significantly important. By

undertaking the functions of transportation and handling, warehousing, storing,

grading, and processing, the marketing cooperative could theoretically reduce

costs. As stated previously, the reasons are that a cooperative as an organisation is
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more likely to have facilities such as trucks, storage and processing plants, than

farmers individually, and be able to gain efficiencies through handling products in

larger volumes than can farmers operating individually.

These reasons a¡e valid only if cooperatives themselves are efficient. In

other words, cooperatives should be better able to undertake the functions

discussed above than privaæ traders. Such eff,rciencies depend on the cooperatives

having enough capital and competent management. However, if cooperatives are

relatively less efficient, there would be higher costs Íìssociaæd with some or all of

the functions of transpodng, handling, warehousing and processing. The

consequences are that when marketing costs are high, the price paid to producers

would be low and/or the prices paid by consumers high (in tenns of the models

depicted in f,rgure 2.1 and2.2). T\e proportional effect of high marketing costs on

farmers and consumers depends on the relative elasticities of their supply and

demand curyes. If the elasticity of supply and demand is unity, the effect of high

marketing costs is proportionally divided between the producer and consumer. In

terms of the model in Figure 2.2, A and B would be equal. However, if the supply

curve is more elastic than the demand curve, more of the burden of the increased

marketing costs would be borne by the consumer and less by the producer.

Conversely, if the dema¡id curve is more elastic than the supply curve, more of the

burden of the increased marketing costs would be bome by the producer and less

by the consumer. This is illustrated in Figure 2.3a (where A > B) and 2.3b (where

A<B).

Also there are information benefits to producers t'rom belonging to r

cooperative. The term marketing information covers a wide range of information

on market prices, the volume of market transactions, the type of transaction,

purchasing habits, and market eff,rciency, as well as possible changes to supply and

demand in the future. All this information is needed at all levels of ma¡keting, from
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producers to consumers. Market information is essenúal for effective bargaining,

since it enables farmers and traders to compare the prices and terms offered by

compeútors. The more adequate and accuraæ the information provided, the less

the waste, confusion and costs involved in marketing (Ching 1983). Furthermore,

more complete market information also reduces business risks, with poæntial

benefits to producers and consumers. When up-to-date accurate information is

lacking, wholesale buyers seek wider margins as a hedge against price changes in

distant markets which they may not know about. Lacking information as to the

prospective value of produce and where they can sell it advantageously, farmers

may fail to grow and market crops in current demand for which their land is

suitable (Abbott 1966). When the agricultural marketing cooperative provides

marketing information for its members, there are cost savings to members. This is

because there is market failure in information production and communication;

cooperatives are better able to internalise the externaliúes inherent in these

activities. Conversely, private traders are not likely to produce and disseminate

market information because of such externalities. Private traders would find it

unprofitable to produce and disseminaæ information in a situation where they are

required to bear the costs but share the benefits because of the diffrculty of

appropriating to themselves enough of the benefits of their expenditures. On the

other hand, the cooperatives would be able to correct the divergence between the

marginal net private and social product with respect to information production and

dissemination (Pigou 1962). This they would do by producing the necessary

market information to the extent that it is profîtable to do so in exchange for

compulsory payments from members for the information.

In conclusion, all the theoretical factors discussed above support a case for

the role of agricultural marketing cooperatives. If the marketing cooperatives are

effrcient in undertaking marketing functions, such as transportation, handling,
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warehousing, and processing, it would enable the bargaining power of the farmers

to increase, the costs of marketing services to reduce, the price paid to farmers for

paddy to increase.
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CHAPTER THREE

LITERATURE REVIEW

The objective in this chapter is to review the liærature relevant to the

theoretical factors raised in the previous chapær. First examined is the literature

showing benefits from cooperative marketing. This is followed by an examination

of the literature showing the factors deærmining the performance of cooperative

marketing. The chapter is completed by presenting an overview of relevant studies

on rice marketing applying to Indonesia.

3.1 Benefits from Cooperative Marketing

Several intermediaries are involved in the different marketing stages from

the farm level to the final consumer. This is mainly due to the intrinsic nature of

agriculture products, which are generally produced in small shipments, are varied

in quality, and have diverse possible uses @yung 1983). In rural areas, farmers

have access to a number of different market outlets, such as rural periodic ma¡kets,

private traders, and cooperative marketing.

A United Nations report states that cooperative ma¡keting associations a¡e

probably next in importance for rural prosperity to those providing and

administering rural credit (lr4ahalingam 1992).

According to Hsing (1983), cooperaúve ma¡keting of farm produce is an

important means of improving farmers' economic welfare, through collective

bargaining and joint effort. This is because the farm products are produced under

conditions of atomistic competition but sold to buyers who a¡e few in number and

who possess buying power (Piggott 1980). Based on a case study in the Salem
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District of South India, Mahalingam (1992) reports that cooperative marketing of

agricultural produce can be more effective and efficient than individual marketing,

especially under subsistence conditions ; cooperative marketing organisations have

been successful in bringing efficiency in terms of reduced market margins, and

enhanced post-harvest services to members. In addition, cooperative marketing

societies can play a vital role in eliminating the surplus profits of inærmediaries,

while enabling the ensuring an orderly marketing of agricultural inputs and

produce. Mahalingam (1992) also reports that cooperatives have achieved the

following:

(a) Ensuring betær and competitive price to the producers by establishing

marketing centres on the basis of area of cultivation, providing adequate facilities

to the farmers, and conducting secret tenders.

(b) Minimising the costs of distribution, reducing the spatial and seasonal price

differences, and handling efficiently the increased ma¡ketable surpluses emanating

from expanded agricultural production; the cooperative handled about 98 per cent

of the marketed surplus of cotton, 80 per cent of the marketed surplus of

groundnut, and about 70 per cent of the marketed surplus of other agricultural

commodities in the district.

In Japan, farmers' cooperatives often form linlc with consumers'

cooperatives, to which they supply farm produce according to consumer

requirements. This direct linkage between producers and consumers by means of

their respective cooperatives not only eliminates the inærmediaries and increases

farmers' profit, but gives farmers a stable market outlet and enables farmers to

adapt their method of production and va¡ieties to suit consumer preferences

(Shiraishi 1991).

The agricultural cooperatives in Japan play a large role in the marketing of

rice and other farm produce. In fact, rice is marketed almost completely through
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cooperatives (Shiraishi 1991), with the quantity of rice traded by the agriculnrral

cooperative system amounting to 95 per cent of the total quantity marketed

(Nishimura 1985). Approximaæly half the fruit, vegetables, fresh milk and cattle

produced are marketed through cooperatives (Shiraishi 1991). The marketing

operations of the agricuitural cooperatives in this region are based on the systems

of unconditional consignment, commission, and pooling account. Therefore, the

marketing of farm produce by agricultural cooperatives ensures that the saving

levels of farmer members stay high (Nishimura 1985).

3.2 Performance of Marketing System

The performance of the marketing system may vary depending on the

nature of the marketing channel and the relevant participants involved (Rajagopal

1986). Hasan (1976) shows that transportation facilities, urban-to-market road,

storage and processing facilities and other marketing services, influence the

performance (efficiency) of the rice marketing system.

On marketing channels, Mears (1961) examined the two major channels

through which rice from the farmer is distributed to consumers in Indonesia and

states that, on the basis of the net percentage return to the farmer, the performance

of the government and privaæ channels is about equal, although a considerable

govemment subsidy is involved in the government channel to compensate for

higher processing and distribution costs. In addition, the net percentage return to

the farmer in these channels varies between 50 and 70 per cent of each rupiah

spent by the consumer on rice. Hasan (1976) showed that net percentage return to

the farmer from the government channels was about 73 per cent of each rupiah

spent by the consumers on rice, while it was 80 per cent from private channels. In
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Assam, India, the overall net shafe of growers is around 73 per cent (Ahmed

1991).

According to Mears (1961), the farmers' share of the consumer rupiah ß

affecæd by the following factors:

(a) The longer the distribution channel, the lower is the net percentage return to

the farmer, assuming equal marketing efficiency. When distribution channels are

shortened because sales are affecæd in rural areas, the percentage to the farmer

was found to be increased.

(b) Farmers tvere found to receive less of the consumers' rupiah when the

government and privaæ buyers were able to make large deductions for moisture or

other deficiencies.

(c) The real return to the farmer decreased, sometimes below the percentages

mentioned above, if the 'ijon' system (that is, purchasing before harvesting) is

practised in the private channels.

In the private channels, the market price of rice fluctuates over seasons and

a¡eas because the price is based on the ongoing market price (Hasan 1976). The

rice price in government channels, on the other hand, remains almost constant

during the year because it is based on the fixed floor price determined every year.

Rajagopal (1986) compared economic performance of four kinds of paddy

marketing channels in Madhya Pradesh, India. They were:

(a) farmers selling paddy through agenls/brokers to Eaders in the village market;

(b) farmers selling paddy through agents/brokers to rice millers;

(c) farmers selling paddy to marketing cooperatives; and

(d) farmers selling paddy in regulaæd markets.

The economic performance of these channels was measured by using six proxy

indicators, namely: producers'share, marketing costs, inærmediaries'margin, price

deviation, peak period seasonal price variability, and lean period seasonal price
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variability. It was found that the percentage of producers' share through the

cooperative marketing was72 per cent, as against 66 per cent on average through

the other channels. Other indicators, such as price deviation, as well as peak and

lean period seasonal variability, also showed the cooperative channel to be more

efficient than the alternative channels. In general, the above study concluded that

the farmers got the greatest overall benefit if they sold their paddy through the

cooperative marketing channel. However, because the cooperative channel had

the highest marketing costs, its margin/profit was found to be the lowest compared

to the alternatives.

In contrast, farmers in several regions of Indonesia prefer to sell their paddy

to the private traders rather than to the cooperatives. This is evident in the studies

undertaken in the West and East Java Provinces by Syafradji (1988). In the West

Java Province, the farmers at village anüor suMistrict level sold a large portion

(92 per cent) of their paddy to small assembly traders, one per cent to large

assembly traders, six per cent to retailers, and only one per cent to cooperatives.

Meanwhile, in the Kencana District (East Java Province), the farmers sold 34 per

cent of their paddy to market traders. This broke down in terms of 4 per cent for

creditors and 30 per cent for non-creditors. The remaining 66 per cent was sold to

non-market traders. This can be disaggregated as follows:

- non-creditors: 48.6 per cent

- creditors : 7.9 per cent

- consumers : 5.7 per cent

- cooperatives : 3.9 per cent

According to Syafradji (1988), farmers prefer to sell their paddy to private

traders (ie. assembly traders) rather than the other outlets for a number of reasons,

including ease of delivery (without farmers having to arrange transport), cash

received at the farmers home (providing security), and informality of the
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transaction (farmers can engage in social discourse while talking over price). In

addition, the traders are said to provide farmers with other complementary services

such as cash credit and fertilizer. Moreover, private traders were said to t¿ke an

interest in other personal relationships which charactpnze daily life in the village,

thereby developing social linkages.

According to the study made of the main 1978 harvest by Badan

Pengendali BIMAS and Padjadjaran University (Mears l98l ), an average of 69 per

cent of the farmers in nine selected provinces sold their paddy to the private

traders, and 3l per cent to the cooperatives (Table 3.1). All farmers in Central Java

and more than 90 per cent of those in West Java, South Sulawesi, and West

Sumatra sold their paddy directly to the private traders. However, in Lampung and

West Kalimantan Provinces, over half the farmers patronised cooperatives rather

than privaæ channels.
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Table 3.1 Farmers Selling Surplus to Various Buyers during Wet Season

1978

Buyers

Provinces Private Tradersa)

(vo )

Cooperatives

(vo )

West Java

Central Java

East Java

South Sulawesi

West Kalimantan

West Sumatra

North Sumatra

Lampung

West Nusa Tenggara

I
0

2t
2

52

7

42

75

49

99

100

79

98

48

93

58

25

51

Average Percentage 69 31

a) including gathering traders, large traders, roadside shops and retailers.

Source: Modified from Badan Pengendnli BIMAS and Padjadjaran University,

'Survey Evaluating the Implementation of Rice and Non-Rice

Inænsification 197 1 - 1978' cited in Mears ( 198 1).

3.3 Rice Marketing in Indonesia

In line with the government's efforts to increase rice production and

farmers' income, a number of studies relating to the rice marketing and price

aspects have been undertaken (e.g. Mears 1961, 1981; Goldman 1973; Timmer

1974; Hasan 1976; Ismet 1988; Sapuan 1990; and Syaifullah 1991).

Mears (1961, 1931) examined almost all aspects of rice marketing,

including the historical development of rice marketing, rice production,
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consumption, ma¡keting organisation and operation, processing, transportation,

prices, marketing costs and margins, finance, credit and cooperatives, and

government controls. Most of these studies are based on cases in Java Island, the

largest paddy production area in Indonesia. However, some studies focus on

comparing cases in Java with those outside Java, such as South and North

Sumatra, BaIi, South Kalimantan and West Nusa Tenggara Provinces.

Goldman (1973) worked on seasonal production instability and price

formation in the Indonesian rice market be¡veen 1951 and 1970. Timmer (1974)

and Sapuan (1990) focused their studies cn rice marketing margins. The difference

between these studies is that Timmer (1974) examined a model of rice marketing

margins, whereas Sapuan (1990) tried to analyse the factors affecting the rice

marketing margins. Both of these studies generally focus on Java.

Hasan (1976) focused his study on rice marketing in Aceh with an emphasis

on regional analysis. He analysed various aspects which were directly or indirectly

related to agricultural development and rice ma¡keting in Aceh. He also examined

relationships between such phenomena as the movement of agricultural products

and distance, and the progressiveness of farmers and farm size.

Ismet (1988) examined the impact of the rice procurement progr¿rm on

farm prices in Java and concluded that the government has been relatively

successful in st¿bilising the price of paddy and milled rice at both the farm level and

the retail level through the rice procurement program. However, the price

stabilisation efforts in the urban areas are reportedly more successful than in the

rural areas. At the farm level, for instance, the variability in price decreased from

24 per cent in 197317 4 to 9 per cent in 1984/85. In comparison, in the urban areas,

the decrease was from 27 per cent to only one per cent over the same period.

These differences may be due to the lack of proper transport and distribution

infrastructure in the rural a¡eas compared to the urban areas (Rajagopal 1986).
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Mea¡s (1961) also has showed that seasonal rice price fluctuations average 10-20

per cent above and below yearly mean prices and that fluctuations are greatest in

the rural areas.

Syaifullah (1991) examined the govemment intervention for rice price

stabilization in Indonesia and concluded that although government intervention in

the rice market has been undertaken for many decades, only since the rice

intensification program in 1970 has it been able to successfully increase rice

production. That development has been associaæd with a more stabilized rice

price both for producers and consumers through the procurement program.

The above studies have thrown light on signifrcant aspects of the rice

marketing in Indonesia. However, they have not focused on price and performance

comparisons between cooperative and private marketing channels, the central

objective of this study.
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CHAPTER FOUR

DATA AND METHODOLOGY

Since the aims of this study are to comparatively analyse the price and

purchasing strategies at the farm level of private traders and cooperatives, and to

evaluate the relative effectiveness of these two channels in rice marketing, data are

required on farm features and farmer motivations, as well as on the nature of the

procurement and pricing straægies of private traders and cooperatives.

The hypotheses tested in this study are:

1. That there are significant differences between the offer price of private

traders and cooperative price for paddy at the farm level during the main

harvest season. On the theoretical presumption that the offer price of private

traders is lower than the cooperative (floor) price, therefore the farmers

selling paddy through private traders would be worse off from not having

accepted the cooPerative Price-

2. That there are several factors that significantly affect the quantity of paddy

sold by farmers. On the theoretical presumption that the price offered by the

buyers (price received by farmers) at the farm level, and other

socioeconomic factors, such as household income, paddy production, time

lapse between harvest and sales, amount of credit borrowed by fatmers,

distance between the location of the buyer's warehouse and farmer's house,

household size, age, and education would affect the quantity of paddy sold

by farmers through private traders and cooperatives.

This chapter reports on the study area, the nature of the survey data sought,

the respondents targeted, and the sample and methodology used for collecting the

data.

districts, namely: Batang Alai Selatan, Batang Alai Utara, Batu Benawa, Ba¡abai



(the capital city of the Hulu Sungai Tengah District), Haruyan, Labuan Amas

Selatan, Labuan Amas Utara, and Pandawan (see map in Appendix 6). An of these

sub-districts a¡e within the study area.

The choice of the Hulu Sungai Tengah District as the area of the study is

based on the following considerations:

(a) About 96 per cent of households in the district are engaged in agricultural

activity, with paddy being the principal source of income.

(b) The average land a¡ea conrolled by farm households in the district is only 0.65

ha, the smallest among the average land area conuolled by farm households in all

districts.

(c) Compared to ottrer districts within the Benua LimaRegion and the districts in

Zone lI, paddy yield in this district is the highest, that is, about 4.02 tons dry mi[

paddy per hectare on average, as against some 2.89 tons dry mill paddy per hectare

on average in the other districts.

(d) More than half the cooperatives in this district are engaged in the rice

procurement program each year - the highest proportion of all districts.

(e) This district is located in the middle of the other four districts in the Benua

Limn Regíon (the paddy production centre in the South Kalimantan Province) -

implying that it approximates the average distance to the provincial market,

Banjarmasin, of the four districts.
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(Ð The harvesting of paddy in this district occurs during the same period (January

to August) , with the peak harvest period from Ma¡ch to July each year.

4.2 Nature of Survey Data and Respondents

Both primary and secondary data are used in this study. The primary data

were obtained by conducting a field survey in the study location examined in

section 4.1. These data covered several characteristics of paddy farmers, farm

enterprises in the 1992193 planting season (from October 1992 to March 1993),

and paddy marketing in the 1993 procurement year (from January 1993 to August

1993). The secondary data were obtained from institutional sources, and included

time-series data on paddy production and milled rice price at the district market

level.

In this study, the following three categories of respondents were

interviewed (with their relative importance stated in parenthesis):

(a) farmers (primary focus)

(b) private traders (secondary focus)

(c) cooperatives (secondary focus)

Each of these categories is now examined in turn.

4.2.1Farmers.

The primary focus of this survey is on farmers. The criæria for qualifying

farmers as respondents are as follows:

(a) they are members of farmer groups, which are formed at the village level;
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(b) they have participaæd in the rice inænsification progr¿rm in the 1992193

planting season (from October l992to March 1993); and;

(c) they sold their paddy during the 1993 harvest period (from January 1993 to

August 1993).

4.2.2 Pnvate Traders.

Private traders qualifying as respondents had to meet the following criteria:

(a) ttrey a¡e domiciled in the Hulu Sungai Tengah District where the survey

conducted;

(b) they purchased paddy directly from the farmers in the survey area during the

1993 harvest period, and

(c) they sold paddy purchased from the farmers in the district market (ie. Barabai

Market).

4.2.3 Cooperatives (KoperasíUnil Desø or KUD).

To be selecæd as respondents, the cooperatives had to meet the following

criæria:

(a) they were involved in the 1993 rice procurement prograrn (from January 1993

to August 1993); and
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(b) they are located in the Hulu Sungai Tengah District where the survey was

undertaken.

4.3 Data Collection

To obtain the primary data required, a field survey was undertaken in the

study areas previously described in section 4.1. The survey was carried out over a

period of three months, from June to August 1993. For the survey, each category

of respondent identified in section 4.2 was visiæd and inærviewed on a face-to-

face basis using questionnaires of the form in Appendix 17 and 72.

According to Tull and Hawkins (1990), the benefits from this method of

dat¿ collection over the alærnatives are as follows:

(a) The amount of eflort required of the respondents is generally less in a personal

survey.

(b) Personal interviews allow the presentation of visual cues.

(c) In personal interviews, the answers to op.en-ended questions, responses to

projective techniques, and other lengthy responses can be recorded by the

interviewer.

(d) Personat interviews are better than other alternatives if the response required by

the techniques is extensive, such as with many conjoint analysis studies.

In any case, a mail survey would not have been practical, given the level of

liæracy and the poor mail facilities.

The collection of the primary data from the farmers (the primary focus) was

undertaken by the author. The collection of the primary data from the private

traders and cooperatives (the secondary focus) was conducted by the author

assisted by seven trained interviewers (the søff of the Deparnnent of Cooperatives

of the Hulu Sungai Tengah District).
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4.4 Sampling Methods

4.4.1 Sample farmers.

A two-stage cluster sampling method was used in deærmining the sample

farmers. This involves using a series of random numbers generated by computer,

as follows:

Stage One: From each of the sub-districts determined as the survey areas, the

listing of farmer groups involved in the rice inænsifrcation program in the 1992193

planting season (from October 1992 to March 1993) was obtained from the

Agricultural Service Offrces. From the listed groups, ten per cent of the groups

were selected as primary sampling units, using random numbers.

Stage Two: From each of the primary sampling units in stage one (the farmer

groups), 4 - 6 sample farmers were randomly drawn as elementary sampling units.

Therefore, the total sample farmers who become respondents in this snrdy

numbered 368 persons. The distribution of the sample farmers per sub-district is

evident in the sampling design presented in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1 Population and Sample of Farmer Groups and Number of

Sample Farmers by Sub-district

Sub-district

Population

of Farmer

Groupsa)

Sample Size

Number of Number of

Farmer Groups Farmers

Batang Alai Selatan
Batang Alai Utara
Batu Benawa
Barabai
Haruyan
Labuan Amas Selatan
Labuan Amas Uta¡a
Pandawan

80
109

70
79
97
106

LT2

97

8

11

7

8

10

10

11

10

4t
56
35
40
46
49
52
49

Total 750 75 368

a) Number of farmer grcups involved in the rice intensification program in the
ß9A93 planting season (Source: Agricultural Service of the Hulu Sungai

Tengah District)

4.4.2 Sample Private Traders

The representativeness of the sample of private traders cannot be

determined because the total number of the private traders purchasing paddy at the

farm level (ie. the population) is not recorded. For this reason, the linked inærview

method was used for selecting the sa¡nple of privaæ traders. Accordingly, each of

the sample farmers interviewed was asked to whom they sold their paddy, and then

the private traders named by the farmers were visited and inærviewed using the

questionnaire for the purpose (see Appendix 12). By using this method, the

private traders who needed to be interviewed numbered 33 persons. They were all

found to be domiciled in the district under study. However, the sample size for
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private traders is not proportional in each sub-district $able 4.2). This implies

that their operations are not limited to one sub-district, and may be exænded to

other sub-districts depending on the business opportunities perceived. The sample

private traders were interviewed at various locations, mainly at the farrngatn,

farmers'houses, rice mills, and the local market (ie. Barabai market).

4.4.3 Sample Cooperatives

The total number of cooperatives involved in the 1993 procurement

progr¿rm in the study area was 12, or 67 per cent of the total number of

cooperatives in the Hulu Sungai Tengah District. All of them were accepted as

respondents for the study. In other words, the entire population of cooperatives

involved in the 1993 procurement program was visiæd and inærviewed using the

same questionnaire as used for the private traders (see Appendrx 12). Table 4.2

shows the distribution of the sample cooperatives by sub-district.

Table 4.2 Number of Sample Private Traders and Cooperatives by

Sub-district

Sub-district Number of
Private Traders

Number of

Cooperatives

Batang Alai Selatan
Batang Alai Utara
Batu Benawa
Ba¡abai
Haruyan
Labuhan Amas Selatan
Labuhan Amas Utara
Pandawan

2

2

1

1

2

I
1

2

1

2

9
9
)
8

I
1

Total

42
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CHAPTER FIVE

F.EATURES OF THE HULU SUNGAI TENGAH DISTRICT

The objective in this chapter is to describe the relevant features of the Hulu

Sungai Tengah District. The aspects examined in this chapter are: (1) geography

and land utilisation, (2) demographic factors, (3) climate, (4) food crops farming,

and (5) village cooperatives.

5.1 Geography and Land Utilisation

The Hulu Sungai Tengah District is situated in the southem part of

Kalimantan Island, and extends from 20o to 34o south of equator and from 1150

to 1200 west longitude (see map in Appendix 6). It is bounded in the north by the

Hulu Sungai Utara District, on the south by the Hulu Sungai Selatan District, on

the west by the Hulu Sungai Selatan and Hulu Sungai Utara Districts, and on the

east by the Kotabaru and Hulu Sungai Utara Districts. The total land area of the

district is I,472 squ¿Lre kilometres, or I47,200 hectares. The land topography of

the district is 92.73 per cent (1,364.97 square kilometres) flat. The rcmurnng7 .27

per cent (107.03 square kilomenes) is hilly and mountainous. The district is

administratively divided into eight sub-dist¡icts and 441villages (Table 5.1).
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Table 5.1 Area and Number of Village in the Hulu Sungai Tengah District

by Sub-distnct,1992

Sub-district Area
(square km)

Number of Villages

Batang Alai Selatan

Batang Alai Uta¡a

Batu Benawa

Barabai

Labuan Amas Selatan

Labuan Amas Utara

Haruyan

Pandawan

436

148

29r
55

87

r62

149

IM

85

66

65

35

45

46

46

53

Total 1,472 44r

.t

IJ
,tJ

Sourcc: Statistical Office of the Hulu Sungai Tengah District, 1992

The utilisation of the total land area in the district is presented in Table 5.2.

The table shows that 45 per cent of the total area is under cultivation (farm

agriculture being 33 per cent and small holder estates together with inland fisheries

being 12per cent). Forests account for 29 per cent of land utilization.

Of the total afea devoted to farm agriculture (48,552 hectares, or 33 per

cent of the total area of the district), 66 per cent is wetland, 24 per cent is shifting

cultivation, and 10 per cent is dry land (Statistical Offrce of the Hulu Sungai

Tengah District 1992).

I

I
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Table 5.2 Total Area and Land Utilisation in the Hulu Sungai Tengah

District, 1991

Land Utilisation Area
(ha)

Percentage

Farm Agriculture

Small holder Est¿tes

Inland Fisheries

Forest area

Swamps (not utilized)

Land Temporarily not utilized

Housing Compound and its

surrounding

Others

48,552

18,264

50

42,609

12,093

16,460

3,322

5,850

32.98

12.41

0.03

28.95

8.22

I 1.18

2.26

3.97

Ì
I

¡

Total Area 147,200 100

Source: Agriculnrral Service, cited in'Hulu Sungai Tengah District in Figure',

Statistical Office of the Hulu Sungai Tengah District, 1991.

5.2 Demography Factors

During thc pcriod 1984 to 1992, the total population in the Hulu Sungai

Tengah District incrcased by an average of 1.36 per cent per year. The population

density varies from sub-district to sub-district. In 1992, for instance, the number of

households and the total population were 53,027 and 230,055, respectively. This

implies that every household in the district has, on average, about four family

members (Table 5.3). The table shows that the population density varied within

the range of 63 persons per square kilometre in Batang Alai Selatan Sub-district
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to 909 persons per square kilometre in Barabai Sub-district (the capital city of the

district).

With regard to the principal source of income, the 1983 agriculture census

shows that about 96 per cent of the households in the district are engaged in some

agricultural activities, with agriculture being their major source of income. The

rest (four per cent) comprises persons in government, traders, and so forth.

Table 5.3 Demographic Features of the Hulu Sungai Tengatr District by

Sub-district, 1992

Sub-district No. of
Households

No. of
Population

Average
Family

Size

Population
Density

per Square
lcn

Batang Alai
Selatan
Batang Alai
Utara
Batu Benawa
Ba¡abai
Labuan Amas
Selatan
Labuan Amas
Utara
Haruyan
Pandawan

6,973 27,721 4.0

6,470 25,473 3.9

63

7,276
8,928
6,015

4,76r
6,282

29,156
49,600
24,563

19,769
26,556

6,322 27,217

4.0
5.6
4.1

4.3

4.2
4.2

173

100
909
284

168

r33
184

Total 53,027 230,055 4.3 156

Source: Statistical Office of the Hulu Sungai Tengatr District,1992.

5.3 Climate

As with Indonesia as a whole, the district has a tropical climaæ since it lies

nea¡ the equator. It is cha¡acterised by two seasons, namely, a dry season and a
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rainy season. The period of April to September is described as the dry season with

an average temperature of 30oC, while October to Ma¡ch is the rainy season with

an average temperature of 25oC.

Oldeman and Darmiyatt (1977) classify a month with a rainfall of less than

lü) mm as a dry month, 100 to 200 mm as a normal month, and over 200 mm as a

wet month (Rondonuwu 1987). Based on the above classification, the Hulu

Sungai Tengah District has four dry months (from June to September), three

normal months (from October to December), and five wet months (from January to

May)(Table 5.4).

Table 5.4 The Average Rainfall in the Hulu Sungai Tengah District, 1990-

92

Month

Average Rainfall

Rainy Days Intensity

(mm)

January

February

March

Aprit

May

June

July

August

Sepæmber

October

November

December

12

10

10

9

10

4

4

3

4

7

9

10

249

247

303

367

221

65

82

79

78

105

175

200

Source: Agricultural Service of the Hulu Sungai Tengah District,.l993
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5.4 Food Crops Farming

As mentioned in section 5.1, the district has a total farm a¡ea of 48,552

hecta¡es. Of this area,32,037 ha (66 per cent) is wetland, 4,982 ha (10 per cent) is

dryland, and 11,533 ha(24 percent) is shifting cultivation. About 68 per cent of

the total farm area is under food crops cultivation, such as paddy, matze,

groundnuts and soybeans. Within the food crops, paddy is the main crop grown by

the farmers in the district (Table 5.5). Over the period 1987 to 1992, about 95 per

cent of the total food crops area was devoted to paddy cultivation'

Table 5.5 Cultivaæd Area of Farm Food Crops in the Hulu Sungai Tengah

District, 1987-92

(in hectares)

Crops 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

Paddy

Muze

Soybeans

Groundnuts

Green peas

Cassava

Sweet
Potatoes

33,218
(es.8l )

394
( l.l4)

156
(0.45)

2t6
(0.62)

t49
(0.43)

448
( l.2e)

9l
(0.26)

30,079
(e6.74)

190
(0.61)

r20
(0.3e)

238
(0.77)

81

(0.26)
326

(1.0s)

58
(0.1e)

3r,235
(es.40)

417
(r.27)

155
(0.47)

397
(r.2r)

72
(0.22)

390
(r.re)

76
(0.23)

34,897
(es.1s)

445
(r.21)

282
(0.77)

367
(r.00)

t78
(0.4e)

434
(1.18)

74
(0.20)

30,781
(e3.33)

502
(1.s0)
1,047

(3.13)
545

(1.63)
133

(0.40)
354

(1.06)
92

(0.28)

33,886
(es.2s)

486
(r.37)

285
(0.80)

357
(1.00)

97
(0.27)

395
(1.1r)

69
(0.1e)

Total culti-
vated area

34,672
(100)

31,092
(100)

33,454
(100)

35,575
(100)

32,742 36,677
(100) (100)

Figures in parentheses show the per cent of tot¿l cultivated area

Source: Agricultural Service of the South Kalimantan Province, 1993
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Toble S.ó Horvested Areo ond Production of Poddy ond Other Food Crops in the Hulu SungoiTengoh District, 1987-92

Crop

Poddy
Moize
Soybeon
Groundnut
Greenpeos
Cossovo
Svveet
pototoes

105.201 25,887
240 r3ó
ó5 73

125 225
75 74

2,270 307

103,791 28,489
302 431

128 218
301 318
41 172

4,U9 3ró

l l 1,419 27 ,sto
w 497

198 497

292 5r8
103 121

3.349 332

106,4& 27,614
ór9 458
4ú 2æ
448 320
85 75

4,573 314

1987 1988

Areo Production Areo Production
(ho) (tons) (ho) (tons)

1989 1990 l99l 1992

Areo Production Areo Production Areo Producticn Areo Production
(ho) (tons) (ho) (tons) (ho) (tons) (ho) (tons)

25,0ì I

261
70

.l54

127

302

208
50

3.857

26A88
319
r30
304
ó8

377

r 1 
't,81 r

133

ó8

r0ó,384
532
213
294
45

3,741

Þ(o

6 295 52 258 ó8 30ó 67 412 ì0ó 705 ó8 436

Source: Agriculturol Service of the South Kolimonton Province, 
.l993



Table 5.6 presents the harvested area and production of paddy and other

food crops in the district during the period of ß87-9L The table shows that over

the period, the paddy harvested area and its production in the district increased,

respectively, by an average of 2.07 and 0.39 per cent a year. Paddy yield increased

by 2.38 per cent from 1987 to 1988, and then decreased in 1989 by 9.30 per cent.

This decrease was due to the long drought. The paddy yield levelled off at 3.9

tons per hectare from 1989 to 1992.

According to the 1983 agriculture census, the average size of farm in the

district was 0.65 hecta¡es, with more than two-third of the food crops households

(about 84 per cent) having a farm a¡ea of less than one hectare (Table 5.7).

Table 5.7 Percentage of Food Crops Household and Area Operated

in the Hulu Sungai Tengah District, 1983

Size of Land A¡ea Operated
(hectare)

Percentage of Tot¿l Food
Crops Household

< 0.05
0.05 - 0.09
0.10 - 0.14
0.15 - 0.19
0.20 - 0.24
0.25 - 0.49
0.50 - 0.74
0.75 - 0.99
r.00 - t.24
r.25 - r.49
1.50 - 1.99
2.00 - 2.99
3.00 - 3.99
4.00 - 4.99
5.00 - 7.49
> 7.50
Not operated agricultural land

0.14
2.34
4.82
6.61
6.48

34.58
19.07
10.35

5.99
3.30
2.75
r.37
0.48
0.28
0.r4
0.00
1.31

Total Food Crops Household

50

100

Source: Statistical Office of the South Kalimantan Province, 1983



In the district, paddy is usually grown once a year due to the unavailability

of irrigation facfüties. In 1991, for instance, more than half of the total cultivaæd

areas in the district are rainfed (Table 5.8).

Table 5.8 Type of rWetland Irrigation and Planting Intensity in the Hulu

Sungai Tengah District, 1991

Type of Inigation Once a year
(ha)

Twice ayear
(ha)

Total
(ha)

Technical Irrigation

Semi-technical Inigation

Non-æchnical Irrigation

Rainfed

Valley

Swampy

Others

2,191

(6.84)

1,032

(3.22)

222

(0.6e)

17,205

(s3.70)

130

(0.41)

4,78I
(t4.e2)

5,306

(16.s6)

47r
(1.47)

189

(0.se)

90

(0.28)

420

(1.31)

2,662

(8.31)

r,221

(3.81)

3t2
(0.e7)

17,625

(ss.01)

130

(0.41)

4,781

(t4.e2)

5,306

(16.s6)

Total Wetland Area 30,867

(e6.3s)

I,170
(3.6s)

32,037

(100)

The figures in parentheses show the per cent of total wetland area

Source: Agricultural Service of the Hulu Sungai Tengah District cited in 'Hulu

Sungai Tengah District in Figure', Statistical Office of the Hulu Sungai

Tengah District, 1991.
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5.5 Village Cooperatives

Between 1984 and 1988, the number of cooperatives in the district

increased from 15 to l8 units, or an average of five per cent a year, and then

levelled off at 18 units between 1989 and the frst quarter of 1993 (Table 5.9). The

members of cooperatives increased by an average of 3.61 per cent per year over

the same period.

Table 5.9 Number of Cooperatives and Their Members in the Hulu Sungai

Tengah District, 1984-93

Year Cooperatives

Number Percentage Change

Members

Number PercentageChange

1984

85

86

88

89

1990

9l
92

8,982

9,873

10,361

10,591

10,707

11,854

12,182

r1,937

L2,240

12,282

9.8

4.9

2.2

1.1

r0.7

2.8

-2.0

2.5

0.3

87

%a)

15

16

t7
18

l8
18

18

18

18

18

6.7

6.7

6.7

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

a) up to 31 March 1993

Source: Department of Cooperatives of the Hulu Sungai Tengah District, L994-93

The village cooperative can be regarded as an economic organisation which

is inænded to be used as a vehicle for the development of various economic

activities within rural a¡eas. Because of this, there is government inærvention to

enable cooperatives to increase their members and play a developmental role.
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There are three main economic functions that the cooperatives perform,

namely, (1) the supply of credit, (2) the distribution of inputs, and (3) the

processing and distribution of farm produce. Through these activities, the

cooperatives in the district render services to their members and the community

around their working areas. The total value of the business activities handled by

the cooperatives over the decade to 1993 is given in Table 5.10.

Tabte 5.10 Total Business Value of Cooperatives in the Hulu Sungai

Tengah District, 1984-93

Year Number of

Cooperatives

Business Value

(Rp'ffiO)

1984

1985

1986

1987

r988

1989

1990

1991

t992
19934)

l5
T6

t7
18

18

18

l8
18

18

18

471,934

934,883

666,396

323,562

r,490,790

2,305,255

r,383,144

2,249,604

4,206,863

809,253

a) up to 31 March 1993
Source: Department of Cooperatives of the Hulu Sungai Tengah District, 1984-93

5.5.1 Supply of Credit

Under the rice intensification program, the government supplies credit

(called Farm Enterprise CreditlKredit Usaha Tani=KUT) to farmers through the

cooperatives. The purpose of the credit is to provide the working capitd for food
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crops farming. It is clear that since 1985, the first year of launching the credit, the

number of cooperatives involved in supplying credit has varied from year to year.

Between 1985 and 1989, more than one-third of the cooperatives in the district

participated in credit supply to farmers. In 1990 and 1992, the cooperatives

involved in this activity fell to two, or about 11 per cent of the total cooperatives in

the district (Table 5.11). This decrease reflects a high level of default by farmers.

As a consequence, the cooperatives have been unable to repay the government (ie'

the Indonesian Peoples Bank), causing such cooperative to cease to be agencies for

credit disbursement.

Table 5.11 Realisation of Farm Enterprise Credit in the Hulu Sungai

Tengah District, 1985-91

Year
Credit Realisation

Number of
Cooperatives

Credit
(Rp'000)

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

6

5

7

9

6

2

2

144,855

70,064

95,367

319,355

271,690

90,800

21,800

Source: Department of Cooperatives of the Hulu Sungai Tengah District, 1985-91

5.5.2 Distribution of Inputs

The cooperatives in the disnict also participate in the distribution of farm

inputs, especially fertiliser, to farmers. The cooperatives in this case act ¿ts
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wholesalers at the district level (called line III) and as retailers at the village level

(called line IV). As retailers, the cooperatives, in cooperation with the private

traders and farmer groups, sell fertiliser to the farmers. About one-third of the

cooperatives in the Hulu Sungai Tengah District are involved in the distribution of

fertiliser each year (Table 5.12). The problems faced by the cooperatives in

relation to the distribution of feniliser are apparently a lack of capital, inadequate

facilities (storage and transportation), and poor management.

Table 5.12 Distribution of Fertiliser by Cooperatives in the Hulu Sungai

Tengah District, 1989-93

Year Number of
Cooperatives

Quantity Distributed

(tons)

1989

1990

1991

1992

ß%a)

8

8

8

4

4

4,330

2,920

2,848

3,372

4,126

a) up to 31 June 1993
Source: Department of Cooperatives of the Hulu Sungai Tengah District, 1989-93

5.5.3 Processing and Distribution of Farm Produce

Processing and distribution of farm produce are the other businesses

handled by the cooperatives in the Hulu Sungai Tengah District. The main farm

product ma¡keted by the cooperatives in the district is rice, in respect of which the

cooperatives act as the government agency implementing the rice procurement

program. Therefore, the main role of the cooperatives in this activity is to secure
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the paddy price at the farm level by purchasing paddy directly from the farmers

according to the floor pice deærmined by the government.

The number of cooperatives involved in the rice marketing (procurement)

program and the quantity of rice marketed over the last decade has va¡ied year by

year (Table 5.13). This variation relates to the performance of the cooperatives in

managing the rice procurement credit given by the government, and to the

divergence between the market and floor prices in the year of procurement. Table

5.13 shows that the number of cooperatives involved in the rice marketing during

the last decade (1984-1993) varied from 5 to 12 units, ranging from 28 per cent to

67 per cent of the cooperatives in the district involved in the rice procurement

progr¿rm each year.

Table 5.13 Number of Cooperatives and Quantity of Paddy Marketed

iu the Hulu Sungai Tengah District, 1984-93

Year Number of
Cooperatives

Quantity of Marketed Paddy
(tons equivalent of milled rice)

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

t992

9%a)

7

t2
8

8

10

t2

634

2,817

2,91r

344

592

2,800

542

186

2,770

43

6

5

8

12

a) up to 3l June 1993

Source: Department of Cooperatives of the Hulu Sungai Tengah District, 1984-93
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CHAPTER SIX

SOCIOECONOMIC FEATURES OF SURVEYED FARMS

Examined here afe the socioeconomic features of farms, and farm

households that have a bearing upon the defined problem. Because of the

subsistence nature of farms and the family nature of farms, there are close inter-

relationships between farm businesses and farm households. Identifying and

analysing these factors would enable an improved perspective for the deeper

analysis of key variables in relation to paddy marketing which follows in the next

chapter. The socioeconomic va¡iables evaluated in this chapter are: (1) age and

education, (2) farm household size and income, (3) farm size and distribution of

land holding, (4) cultivation performance and paddy production, (5) capital and

other inputs, (6) transportation, (7) storage period (time lapse between harvest and

sales), (8) processing (milling), and (9) farm household consumption.

6.1 Age and Education

The available data show that most of the farmers in the district (about 81

per cent) are within the age range of 31 and 60 years, with about 12 per cent being

between 27 and 30 years and about seven per cent being above 61 years (Iable

6.1).

Because of the extended family system, older people can expect to be

supported by the younger members of their family afær they choose to retire fiom

the land. Hence, social values do not compel older persons to continue farming if

they have no wish or ability to do so. The dependence of older people on their

children would explain the low proportion of farmers above 61 years of agc.



Age

Table 6.1 Age Composition of Farmers in the Hulu Sungai Tengah District,

1993

Number of Farmers Percentage

Below 21 years

2l - 3l years

3l - 40 years

41 - 50 years

5l - 60 years

Above 61 years

0

43

118

99

82

26

0.0

11.6

32.t

26.9

22.3

7.1

Total 100

With regard to the level of education, most of the farmers (about 62 per

cent) are educated to elementary school level (Table 6.2). Only a negügible

proportion of farmers in the district have not had any formal schooling. There is

only mild evidence that the younger farmers are better educated than the older

farmers (Table 6.3). There is no significant relationship between education up to

junior high school, and age. However, those below 40 years are disproportionally

greater at the level of senior high schooling and above. The evidence on the effect

of education on farm performance is ambivalent. For instance, Griliches (1964)

and Chaudri (1968) report that schooling is an important source of gains in

agricultural productivity, and has a significant relationship with farm output.

According to Arnon (1981), higher levels of education improve raúonality, making

it easier to overcome taditional social or cultural constraints which hinder

progress. Education increases inquisitiveness, and thereby improves receptivity for

new ideas, opportunities, and methods. This it does by changing values and

aspirations. Thus education strengthens the will to be innovative through the

adoption of new æchnologies and techniques. However, United Nations data are

368
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said to show that the low level of liæracy (19 per cent literate) did not prevent

farmers from adopting new technology and increasing production greatly (Arnon

1981).

Table 6.2l-evel of Education of Farmers in the Hulu Sungai Tengah

District, 1993

I-evel of Education Number of Farmers Percentage

Never gone to school

Elementary school

Junior high school

Senior high school

Academy/University

3

229

55

76

5

0.8

62.2

t4.9

20.7

r.4

Total 368 100

Table 6.3 Percentage of Farmers by I evel of Education and Age

Composition in the Hulu Sungai Tengah District, 1993

Level of
Education

Age (years)

Læss 21 2l-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 Over 61 Total

Never gone to
school

Elementary
school

Junior high
school

Senior high
school

Academy/
university

0 0 0 0.5 0.3 0 0.8

0 6.3 18.8 r4.7 16.6 6.0 62.4

0 1.6 4.9 5.4 2.7 0.3 t4.9

0 3.8 7.6 5.7 2.7 0.8 20.6

000.80.500 1.3

0 rr.7 32.r 26.8 22.3 7.r 100Total
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6.2 Household Size and fncomes

Farm household size and incomes are interrelated factors that could affect

the quantity of paddy sold by farmers due to considerations of time preference and

farmers' attitude to risk. The larger the size of the family, the higher the

subsistence consumption needs, the lower the per capita income, and given a fixed

arnount of land, the lower the willingness of farmer to ¿rssume risls (Moscardi and

de Janvry 1977). Dillon and Scandizzo (1978) show that levels of income affect

farmers' attitude to risk. The risk-aversion constraint becomes less effective as

income rises beyond subsistence requirements (Moscardi and de Janvry 1977).

Moreover, they also emphasize that more land makes it possible to spread out risks

by cultivating more than one crop or the same crop under different technologies.

In the district studied, the average family size of the farm households is 4.5

members (Table 6.4). This hgure is relatively consistent to the size of the

household obtained from the secondary data. There is no significant difference in

family size among sub-districts.
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Table 6.4 Average Family Size of Farm Households in the Hulu Sungai

Tengah District by Sub-district" 1993

Sub-district Number of Farm
Households

Average Family
Size

Batang Alai Selatan
Batang Alai Utara
Batu Benawa
Barabai
Haruyan
Labuan Amas Selatan
Labuan Amas Uta¡a
Pandawan

4t
56
35

40
46
49

4.4
4.2
5.1
4.5
4.4
4.7
4.5
4.5

52
49

Alt 368 4.5
(1.e)

Figure in parenthesis is relative standa¡d enor (Vo).

Farm activities provide the principle sources of income for the sampled

farm households in the district (Table 6.5). Farm activities consist of rice farming,

secondary crops, perennial crops, and poultry activities. On the other hand, non-

farm incomes accrue from government service, trading, pensions, carpentering, and

so forth. About 64 per cent of the farm households depend solely on the farm

activities for their incomes. The remaining 36 per cent of farm households receive

income from both farm and non-farm activities. This indicates that the farm

households who depend solely on the agriculture activities decreased from 96 per

cent (the 1993 agriculture census) to about 64per cent (survey result)
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Table 6.5 Sources of Income for Farm Households in the Hulu Sungai

Tengah District by Sub-district" 1993

Sub-district Farm Income Only
(vo)

Both Farm and Non-farm Income
(vo)

Batang Alai Selatan
Batang Alai Utara
Batu Benawa
Ba¡abai
Haruyan
Labuan Amas Selatan
Labuan Amas Ut¿ra
Pandawan

68.3
67.9
68.6
47.5
69.6
75.5
67.3

46.9

3r.7
32.r
3t.4
52.5

30.4
24.5
32.7
53.0

All Sub-districts 64.r 35.9

Farm income is the total value of all farm produce that the farm households

obtained from farm activities during the period of 1993. Non-farm income is

calculated over the same period from the annual earnings (salaries, wages, profrts)

that the farm households regularly received from the off-farm activities. The

average annual farm and non-farm incomes of a sampled farm household was Rp

I,323,250 (Tablc 6.6). Given the average household size of 4.5 persons, the per

capita income of thc farm household in the district was about Rp 294,000. This is

about 28 per cent lowcr than the average annual per capita income for Indonesia

(US$580 or Rp I,044,000) and higher than the average per capita farm national

income in 1990 (US$ I 16 or Rp 208.800) (Ananta and Pungut 1992).
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Table 6.6 Annual Income of Farm Households in the Hulu Sungai Tengah

District, 1993

Source of
Income

Annual Farm Value
and Non-farm

Earning
(Rp'üÐ)

Average
Income per
Household

(Rp'000)

Percentage

(vo)

)
ii,l

'\

Farm Activity
Rice

Poultry

Rubberllatex

Orange

Othersa)

Total farm income

Non-farm Activity
Government Service

Trading

Pensions

Othersb)

Total non-farm income

194,500

29,996

6,450

2,950

3,704

237,600

7M,354

41,016

32,184

31,800

249,354

528.53

81.51

r7.53

8.02

10.07

645.65

9.8c)

392.27

rtr.46
87.46

86.41

677.59

19.6c)

81.e (39.e)

12.6 (6.2\

2.7 ( r.3)

1.2 ( 0.6)

1.6 ( 0.8)

100.0 (48.8)

s7.e (2e.6)

16.4 (8.4)

rz.e (6.6)

12.8 ( 6.5)

100.0 (5t.2)

Farm and Non-farm
Incomes

486,954 1,323.25

7.Lc)

-(100)

I

The figures in parentheses ¿ue percentage of the total farm and non-farm incomes
a)Less than one per cent each for groundnut, soybean, coconut, stringbean, chilli,

maize, and cucumber.
b)Consist of carpentry, handicrafts, staff of cooperatives, village leaders, fishing,

and cottage industries.
c)Relative standard enor (7o).

The distribution of ag9re9ato, gross (total) annual incomes (from farm and

non-farm sources) is positively skewed (Iable 6.7). Nearly three-quarters of the

farm households in the district have a total annual income that is less than the

!
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average annual income of the farm household (Rp L,323,250). Furthermore, about

74 per cent of farm households had only one-third of total income, while 26 per

cent of farm households received about 66 per cent (Figure 6. l).

Table 6.7 Annual Income Distribution of Farm Households in the Hulu

Sungai Tengah District, 1993

Annual Income Category

(Rp'000)

Farm Households

(7o)

Incomea)

(vo)

Less than 200

200 but less than 4ü)

400 but less than 600

6fi) but less than 800

800 but less than 1,000

1,000 but less than 1,200

1,200 but less than 1,400

1,400 but less than 1,600

1,600 but less than 1,800

1,800 and over

6.1 (6.1)

1s.0 (21.1)

17.s (38.6)

1s.0 (s3.6)

8.0 (61.6)

7.2 (68.8)

4.7 (73.s)

t.e (75.4)

3.3 (78.7)

21.3 (100)

0.7 (0.7)

3.3 (4.0)

6.s (10.s)

7.7 (r8.2)

s.3 (23.s)

5.8 (29.3)

4.s (33.8)

2.2 (36.0)

4.2 (40.2)

se.8 (100)

T

li

I
I

Total 100.0 100.0

Figures in parentheses ¿ìre cumulative percentage

a) Farm households annual income for each income category, as a proportion

of total farm households income.
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The distribution of income generated from farm activities (contributing nearly

hatf of average total farm household income), is also positively skewed, although

to a lesser extent than in the previous instance (Tabte 6.8). About 60 per cent of

the farm households received less than the average annual farm income of the farm

household in the district (Rp 645,650). More than three-quarters of the farm

households in the district received only about half of the aggregate farm income,

while 2l per cent of the farm households had 47 per cent of earnings generated

from farm activities.

Table 6.8 Annual Farm Income Distribution of Farm Households in the

Hulu Sungai Tengah District, 1993

Annual Income Category

(Rp'000)

Farm Households

(vo)

Incomea)

(vo)

Less than 200

200 but less than 400

400 but less than 600

600 but less than 800

800 but less than 1,000

1,000 but less than 1,200

1,200 but less than 1,400

1,400 but less than 1,600

1,600 but less than 1,800

1,800 and over

e.1 (e.1)

24.e (34.0)

2s.8 (s9.8)

18.8 (78.6)

8.6 (87.2)

s.s (e2.7)

4.7 (e7.4)

0.3 (e7.7)

0.6 (e8.3)

1.7 (100)

2.0 (2.0)

rr.4 (r3.4)

te.4 (32.8)

19.e (s2.7)

11.8 (64.s)

e.2 (73.7)

e.2 (82.e)

0.7 (83.6)

0.0 (83.6)

16.4 (100)

Total 100.0 100.0

Figures in parentheses are cumulative percentage

a) Farm households annual income for each income category, as a proportion
of total farm households income.
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Within farm income, rice is by far the dominant source, contributing nearly

82 per cent of aggregate farm income on average in the district. Other significant

farm activities contributing to the farm household income are poultry (about 13 per

cent of farm income or six per cent of total farm household income) and rubber or

latex (about three per cent of farm income or one per cent of total farm household

income)(Table 6.6).

Table 6.9 shows that the majority of the farm households (about 65 per

cent) have an annual rice income of less than the average annual rice income of

farm households in the district (Rp 528,530). About 72 per cent of the farm

households had an income of ben¡¡een Rp 200,000 and Rp 800,000. Rice income

distribution is unequal among the farm households, although to a lesser extent than

farm income, non-farm income or total income (Figure 6.1). Thus rice income

distribution, although skewed, is the most evenly distribuæd than the other

estimated sources of household income ¿rmong the surveyed households. More

than 82 per cent of the surveyed farm households received about 64 per cent of

aggregate rice income, whereas, 18 per cent of farm households had 36 per cent of

income earning from rice (Figure 6.1).
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Table 6.9 Annual Rice Income Distribution of Farm Households in the

Hulu Sungai Tengah District, 1993

Annual Income Category

(Rp'0ü))

Farm Households

(vo)

Incomea)

(vo)

Less than 200

200 but less than 4ü)

400 but less than 600

600 but less than 8ü)

8fi) but less than 1,000

1,000 but less than 1,200

1,200 but less than 1,400

1,400 but less than 1,600

1,600 but less than 1,800

1,800 and over

10.3 (10.3)

29.9 (40.2\

24.9 (6s.r)

17.3 (82.4)

7.0 (8e.4)

5.6 (es.0)

3.6 (e8.6)

0.8 (ee.4)

0.3 (ee.7)

0.3 (100)

(2.e)

(re.4)

(42.2)

(64.1)

(7s.6)

(86.7)

(es.2)

(e7.s)

(e8.3)

(100)

2.9

16.5

22.8

2r.9

11.5

I r.1

8.5

2.3

0.8

r.7

Total 100.0 100.0

Figures in parentheses are cumulaúve percentage

a) Farm households annual income for each income category, as a proportion

of total farm households income.

Other sources of income for the farm households in the district originaûe

from non-farm activiúes, which contribute about 5l per cent of total farm

household income. Table 6.10 shows that of the I32 farm households (about 36

per cent of the total sampled farm households) which have non-farm income, more

than half of them (about 52 per cent) have annual non-farm income less than the

average annual non-farm income of the farm household in the district @p

1,889,000). The distribution of the total farm household income originating

from non-farm activities is relatively the most unequal. It is evident from table

6.10 and figure 6.1 that more than half the surveyed farm households (about 52 per

cent) had only 20 per cent of earning from non-farm activities. Meanwhile, the
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remaining non-farm income of about 80 per cent went to only 48 per cent of the

farm households.

Table 6.10 Annual Non-farm Income Distribution of Farm Households in

the Hulu Sungai Tengah District, 1993

Annual Income Category

(Rp'000)

Farm Households

(vo)

Incomea)

(vo)

Less than 200

200 but less than 400

400 but less than 600

600 but less than 800

800 but less than 1,000

1,000 but less than 1,200

1,200 but less than 1,400

1,400 but less than 1,600

1,600 but less than 1,800

1,800 and over

4.6 (4.6)

13.6 (18.2)

3.0 (2r.2)

e.8 (31.0)

8.3 (3e.3)

4.6 (43.e)

4.6 (48.s)

3.0 (s1.s)

0.8 (s2.3)

47.7 (r00)

0.4 (0.4)

2.3 (2.7)

0.8 (3.s)

3.s (7.0)

4.0 (11.0)

2.6 (13.6)

2.e (16.s)

2.4 (r&.e)

0.7 (1e.6)

80.4 (100)

Total 100.0 100.0

Figures in parentheses are cumulative percentage

a) Farm households annual income for each income category, as a proportion

of total farm households income.

6.3 Farm Size and Distribution of Land Holding

Farm households in the district commonly have small farm enterprises as

evident in their size of land holdings (Table 6.11). The land operated by the 368

sample farm-households duringthe 1992193 planting season varied in size from the

lowest of 0.10 hectares to the highest of 2.69 hectares. The average size of land

holding was 0.64 hectares. This is relatively simila¡ to the average size of holding
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reported in the 1983 agricultural census (0.65 hectares). The distribution of the

land holdings is only slightly positively skewed. About 64 pet cent of farm

households in the district have land holding of less than the average size.

Table 6.11 Land Holding of Farm Households in the Hulu Sungai Tengah

District, 1992193

Size Caægory of Holding
(hecøres) Percentage

Farm Household
Cumulative

Less than 0.2

0.2 but less than 0.4

0.4 but less than 0.6

0.6 but less than 0.8

0.8 but less than 1.0

1.0 but less than 1.2

1.2 and over

3.8

20.4

32.6

14.7

r0.3

13.6

4.6

3.8

)a')
56.8

7t.5

81.8

95.4

100.0

Total 100.0

About 92 per cent of land owned or operated by households can be

classified as wetland, with the rest being dryland. About 83 per cent of the total

wetland a¡ea is rainfed, eight per cent has æchnical irrigation, seven per cent h¿ts

semi-technical irrigation, and about two per cent has non-technical irrigation

(Table 6.12).
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Table 6.I2Typeof Land Holding by Farm Households in the Hulu Sungai

Tengah District, 1992193

Type of Land Area Percentage

(ha)

Wetland

Technical irrigation

Semi+echnical irrigation

Non-technic al irrigation

Rainfed

Dryland

216.67

r7.78

15.22

3.49

180.18

17.68

92.5

8.2

7.0

1.6

83.2

7.5

Total wetland and dryland 234.35 100.0

The wetland areas are generally cultivated with paddy. During the dry

season, the wetland areas are sometimes cultivated with other secondary crops,

such as stringbean, soybean, maize, and groundnut. The dryland ¿treas ate usually

cultivated with perennial crops, such as coconut, rubber, and orange.

6.4 Cultivation Performance and Paddy Production

Almost all of the farmers in the district (about 93 per cent) grow paddy

once a year. The remaining 7 per cent of farmers grow paddy twice a year. The

paddy planting inænsity depends on the wetland irrigation system. Due to the fact

that the dominant wetland areas (about 83 per cent) are rainfed, the paddy planting

season corresponds to the rainy season. Hence, since the rainy season normally

takes place once a year (from October to March), the paddy planting season also

takes place benryeen October and March each year. The wetland areas which are

complemented by the irrigation system (technical, semi-technical, and non-
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æchnical irrigations) can Bpically be cultivated at least twice a year. Hence, the

paddy can be grown not only in the rainy season but also in the dry season.

The main variety of paddy grown in the district is the high yielding variety.

During the 1992193 planting season, about 86 per cent of the farm-households

grew the high yielding variety,4 per cent grew the traditional variety, and about 10

per cent grew both the traditional and high yielding varieties (Table 6.13).

Table 6.13 Paddy Varieties Grown in the Hulu Sungai

Tengah District, 1992193 Planting Season

Paddy Variety Percentage

Traditional variety

High yielding variety (HYV)

Combination of traditional and HYV

3.5

86.2

10.3

Total 100.0

The average paddy production in the district in the 1993 harvest period was

about 3.2 tons per hectare (Table 6.14). Productivity decreased by 17 per cent

compared to the average paddy production in the previous year (Agricultural

Service of the South Kalimantan Province 1992). This was because the inænsity of

the pests and diseases suffered in the 1992193 planting season was relatively higher

than that in the last planting season. As a consequence, the average paddy

production in the 1993 han¡est period was lower than that in the previous harvest

period.

The data obtained from the survey showed that the Batang Alai Utara and

Labuan Amas Selatan Sub-districts were affected most by pests and diseases. For
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this reason, the average paddy production in these two sub-districts wâs,

respectively, 0.7 tons per hectare (about 22 per cent) and 0.4 tons per hectare

(about 13 per cent) lower than the average paddy production in the district (Table

6.r4).

Table 6.14 Average Paddy Production (Yield)in the Hulu Sungai Tengah

District by Sub-district, 1993 Harvest Period

Sub-district

Harvested

Area

(ha)

Total Paddy

Production

(tons)

Average Paddy

Production

(tons/ha)

Batang Alai Selatan

Batang Alai Utara

Batu Benawa

Barabai

Haruyan

Labuan Amas Selatan

Labuan Amas Utara

Pandawan

32.420

31.420

r6.910

20.700

23.260

34.040

28.740

29.180

116.994

78.053

65.681

66.757

86.646

93.62t

93.160

94.55r

3.6

2.5

3.9

3.2

3.7

2.8

3.2

3.2

All 216.670 694.863 3.2

6.5 Capital and Other Inputs

The farmers in the district usually purchased inputs (mainly fertilizer) with

cash and on credit. The amount of credit borrowed could be a signifrcant factor

explaining the quantity of paddy marketed by farmers, particularly if the repayment
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of credit absolutely depends on the money from paddy sales. For instance, this

would occur with the pengijon system, a system in which "loans are made to

farmers using the standing crop as loan collateral at a pre-agreed price" @llis 1993

p.117). In this system, farmers have to sell paddy to the creditors due to debt

obligation.

In the 1992193 cultivation period, about 76 pet cent of the farmers

purchased fertiliser by cash, with the remaining 24 per cent purchasing inputs on

credit. Of the farmers purchasing inputs on credit, about two per cent of them

obtained loans from cooperative sources, 16 per cent borrowed credit from family

sources, and the remaining 82 per cent of the farmers obtained loan from

commercial sources ie. trader and non-trader money lenders (Table 6.15). The total

amount of loan capital was about Rp 4.3 million. Among the sources of credit,

cooperatives accounted for only four per cent of the total loans, while family

sources accounted for about 17 per cent. Importantly, 79 pu cent of the total

loans came from commercial sources, with traders accounting for about 50 per

cent of commercial credit. However, the average loan per farmer from

cooperatives was about 44 per cent higher than from the other sources.
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Table 6.15 Sources of Credit for Inputs Purchases

Source of Credit Farmers
Amount

of
Loan
(Rp)

Average
Loan per
Farmer

(Rp)

Percentage
of Total
Loan
(7o)(v")

Cooperatives

Family

Non-trader money lenders

Trader money lenders

2.3

15.7

34.8

47.2

87,000

53,000

47,000

46,000

4.0

t7.2

33.9

4.9

174,000

74,000

1,463,000

1,940,000

Total 100.0 4,321,000 49,000

(6.1)

100.0

Figure in parenthesis is relative standard enor (Vo)

6.6 Transportation

Transportation, the movement of paddy through geographic space, involves

the following transfers in the district under study: (a) paddy from the paddy field

to the farmer's house; (b) from the farmer's house to the rice mills; and (c) from the

rice mills to the district market or consumer centres. The modes of transport

consist of human head and back loads, bicycles, bullock carts, tri-shaws, motor-

bikes, light and large trucks.

Human head and back loads and bicycles are commonly used by farmers for

carrying paddy from the field to their houses. Bullock carts, tri-shaws, motor-

bikes, and light trucks are all used by the buyers (traders, cooperatives, and others)

in moving paddy from farmers' homes to the rice mills or warehouses, and milled

rice from the rice mills or warehouses to the district ma¡ket (Barabai).
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Transporting paddy or milled rice from the district market to the provincial

terminal ma¡kets and other long distance ma¡kets would involve the use of large

truc}s. This mode of transport is commonly used by the large traders purchasing

a large quantity of rice at the district level.

The particular modes of transport used by farmers and buyers for moving

paddy or milled rice from the farm level to other distribution points depends on the

road system available in the district and the distance to be navelled. The quality

and quantity of roads have an important bearing on the mode, speed, and cost of

movement. The total length of roads in the district is about 563 hn (Department

of Pubtic'Works of the Hulu Sungai Tengah District, 1993). The types of these

roads were: (a) asphalt roads (about 35 per cent of the total road length), (b)

gravel roads (about 45 per cent), and (c) earth roads (about 2O per cent). All of

these roads can be utilized by all the modes of transports mentioned above, except

for the earth roads. During the rainy season, the earth roads can be used only by

certain modes of transport, especially bullock carts and light trucks.

Wittr regard to the cost of movemen¡ the survey data show that the

average charge for carrying paddy from the farmer's house to the rice mill or

storage location (an average distance of 2.3 hn) was about Rp 4 per kilogram.

The average cost of transporting milled rice from the rice mills to the district

ma¡ket @arabai), an average distance of 10 hn, was about Rp 6 per kilogram.

These costs includc loading and handling charges.

6.7 Storage Period (Time Lapse between Harvest and Sales)

Storage activity involves the holding and preservation of paddy or milled

rice through time. Paddy and milled rice are stored to even out their flow to

consumers, for use in the inærmediate market as seed and feed, and as emergency
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reserves. Farmers, traders, cooperatives, and government agencies commonly

store paddy and milled rice, and such storage is variable in ærm of location,

quantity, and time. Farmers in the district do not usually store paddy for long

periods of úme, except for their family consumption and farm needs Clable 6.16).

The data show that the length of time a farmer stores paddy before selling varied

from less than one week to more than 14 weel¡s, with the average of 4.5 weeks. A

major consideration in storage is the need for immediaæ cash. This is related to the

fact that most of the farmers in the district are subsistence farmers so they would

be heavily dependent on crurent income for their basic ne¡essities.

Table 6.16 Paddy Storage Period in the Hulu Sungai Tengah District" 1993

Storage Period

(weeks)

Number of
Farmers

Quantity of
Paddy Stored

(tons)

Percentage

Farmer Paddy

Less than 1

r-2
3-4
5-6
7 -8
9-r0
rl-12
t3-14
15 and more

22.485

78.334

63.827

67.258

16.196

16.610

11.519

4.953

TI.I75

25

It7
90

62

2l
18

13

8

t4

6.8

31.8

24.5

16.8

5.7

4.9

3.5

2.2

3.8

7.7

26.8

2t.8

23.0

5.5

5.7

3.9

1.7

3.8

Total 368 292.457 100.0 100.0

In addition to the farmers, the private traders store paddy and milled rice

before selling to the large traders at the district level. The 33 sampled private

traders inærviewed during the survey store paddy in the rice mills at which they
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further processed paddy into the milled rice. This is because they do not have

special warehouses for paddy and milled rice. Paddy is typically stored in the rice

mills for about four days on average before milling. The private traders do not

store milled rice any longer than two days 6n average before selling to the large

traders at the district level.

Cooperatives also participate in the storage function. The involvement of

the cooperatives relates to their functions as the government agents in purchasing

paddy from the farmers. The cooperatives have to dry and store paddy before

milling into milled rice for sale to the government agency (ie. Depot of

Logistics/DOLOG) or open market. The average length of time a cooperative

typically stores paddy and mitled rice (including drying and milling time) is about

19 days and 10 days, respectively. The average storage period for cooperatives is

much longer than for the private traders. The reason is that the cooperatives need

more time for drying and handling paddy in order to meet the standard quality

requirements determined by the government (see Appendices 2 and 3). For drying

and storage activities the 12 sampled cooperatives in the district have 11 unit

warehouses, 9 godowns or drying floors, and 4 mechanical dryers.

6.8 Processing (Milling)

The processing function is another physical distribution activity in the

overall rice marketing process, and involves a change in the form of output from

paddy into milled rice. In the district under study, almost all of the sampled

farmers sold unmilled rice (paddy) to the buyers. The milling activity was

undertaken by the buyers (private traders and cooperatives). All the 33 sampled

private traders processed paddy in the rice mills belonging to other larger private

enterprises and cooperatives. In contrast, 11 sampled cooperatives (out of 12
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sampled cooperatives interviewed during the survey) milled paddy in their own

mills, and only one sampled cooperative processed paddy in rice mills owned by

other cooperatives. Until July 1993, the number of the rice mills operating in the

district was 138 units (Table 6.17). About 88 per cent of these mills belonged to

private enterprises, with only about 12per cent being owned by cooperatives.

Table 6.17 Rice Mills Operating in the Hulu Sungai Tengah District

by Sub-district (July 1993)

Sub-district Number of Mills (units)

Coopa) Non-Coopb) Total

Percentage

Coop Non-Coop

Batang Alai Selatan

Batang Alai Utara

Batu Benawa

Ba¡abai

Haruyan

Labuan Amas Selatan

Labuan Amas Utara

Pandawan

4

4

2

1

2

1

1

2

15

16

t4

17

lt
2t
t4

13

19

20

l6
l8
t3

22

15

15

2T.I

20.0

12.5

5.6

15.4

4.5

6.7

13.3

78.9

80.0

87.5

94.4

84.6

95.5

93.3

86.7

All Sub-districts T7 t2t 138 t2.3 87.7

Sources: a) From the survey
b) Government Administration Office of the Hulu Sungai Tengah District,

1993

6.9 Farm Household Consumption

In this study, farm household consumption is defined as the difference

between the quantity of paddy produced and markeæd by the sampled farmers.

The data show that the total consumption of the farm households in the district

under study is 402.406 tons dry mill paddy, or about 58 per cent of total paddy

production (Table 6.18). This implies that the average annual consumption is
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about 1,093 kilograms dry mill paddy per household, which is equivalent to 710

kilograms of milled rice per household, given a milling recovery of 65 per cent by

weight. Since the household size is 4.5 persons, the per capita rice consumption

per year in the district is about 158 kilograms. This is about 11 per cent higher

than the per capita rice consumption in the South Kalimatan Province in 1990 (140

kilograms per year)(Djibran 1993) and about 7 per cent higher than the per capita

rice consumption in Indonesia in 1990 (147 kilogr¿rms per year)(Ellis 1993).

Table 6.18 Rice Consumption of Farm Households in the Hulu Sungai

Tengah District by Sub-district, 1993

Sub-district Production

(tons)

Marketed Surplus

(tons)

Consumption

(tons)

Batang Alai Selatan

Batang Alai Utara

Batu Benawa

Barabai

Haruyan

Labuan Amas Selatan

Labuan Amas Utara

Pandawan

tr6.994
78.053

65.681

66.r57

86.646

93.62r

93.160

94.551

52.6M

34.343

29.33t

32.753

49.205

38.126

26.609

29.46

64.350 (ss.O)

43.710 (s6.0)

36.3s0 (ss.3)

33.404 (50.5)

37.Mr (43.2)

ss.4es (59.3)

66.ss1 (7r.4)

65.10s (68.9)

Total 694.863 292.457 402.406 (57.9)

Figures in parentheses are percentage ofproduction
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CIIAPTER SEVEN

RICE MARKETING IN THE DISTRICT

Rice marketing includes all the business activities involved in moving rice

from producers to consumers through time (storage), space (transport), form

(processing), and transferring ownership at the various stages in the marketing

channels (possession). The two basic marketing functions, therefore, are the

physical handling of the goods (rice) and their allocation among inærmediaries and

the ultimaæ consumers in time, space, and form. In this chapter the discussion on

rice marketing will centre upon: (a) price comparisons between private traders and

cooperatives, (b) the farm-retail price spread (margin) for medium quality milled

rice in relation to the alternative channels, (c) the quantity of paddy sold by farmers

(marketed surplus) through the existing marketing channels, and (d) the factors

affecting the quantity of paddy sold by farmers.

7.1 Price Comparisons Between Privatc Traders and Cooperatives

As mentioned in the theoretical framework, for private trader prices and

cooperative prices to be comparable, they need to be reduced to a common

farmgate denominator after adjusting for the factors of form, place, possession, and

time. Several elements in relation to these factors could, on the basis of previously

explained principles, enter into the differential between private trader prices and

cooperative priccs.

There is no significant difference between the prices offered by the private

traders and the cooperatives - both would be Rp 285.0 per kilogram (Table 7.1 and

Appendix 7).



Table 7 .l Average Price of Paddy Offered by Private Traders and

Cooperatives at the Farm Level during the 1993 Harvest Period

Description
Buyer

Private Traders Cooperatives
t-value

Average price (Rp/kg)

Standard deviation
(Rplke)

Coef.of vanatton (Vo)

Sample size (n)

285.0

20.r

7.1

173

284.9 -0.084)

t7.4

6.1

167

il
'!
.¡

i

a) Not significant at the l0 per cent level.

In addition, relative to the average price of paddy offered at the farm level,

t¿ble 7.1 shows that there is no major difference of the variability of prices between

private traders and cooperatives. This suggests that both private traders and

cooperatives are competing equally on the basis of price in order to attract the

patronage of farmers. This result does not support the hypothesis indicated that

there are signifîcant inequalities between the offer price of private traders and the

cooperatives. Thus, the farmers selling paddy to private traders are not significantly

either worse off or better off from not having accepted the floor price offered by

cooperatives.

The implication is that there a.re no significant differences in time, form and

place factors at the farm level between the private traders and cooperatives. In the

district' under study, both private traders and cooperatives purchased paddy

directly from farmers for cash, and all transactions took place at the farm level.

The farmers do not need to pay specific costs for moving paddy from the farm

level to the buyers' wa¡ehouses. Therefore, the prices paid by the private traders

and cooperatives a¡e the actual (net) prices received by farmers at the farm level.

þ
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The quality of paddy purchased by the private traders and cooperatives

can be caægorised as dry storage paddy (gabah kering simpan). According to the

standard quality of paddy deærmined by the government in relation to the rice

procurement program, the moisture content of this category of paddy is between

15 and 19 per cent. V/iùin this broad categorisation, private traders and

cooperatives purchased paddy from farmers without making any variety

differentiation. As a result, it could be accepted that differences in form due to

variety would not have been a significant factor in any price differential between

privaæ traders and cooperatives.

During the harvest period, both private traders and cooperatives continually

stand by to purchase paddy from farmers. Therefore, the transaction would be

triggered when the farmer wished to sell paddy. Private traders may visit farmers

to ask whether they wished to sell paddy or not. But not all cooperatives would

do so, with some cooperatives needing to be contacæd by farmers. Nevertheless,

there would be no significant difference in the lapse of transaction time between

private traders and cooperatives once contact is made.

7.2 Farm-Retail Price Spread (Marketing Margin)

As mentioneci in Chapter Two, particularly sub-section 2.2, the farm-retail

price spread (marketing margin) refers to the difference between the price which

the consumers pay for the miled rice at the retail level and the price of paddy

(milled rice equivalent) which the farmers receive at the farm level. The marketing

margin (price spread) includes all costs of assembling, processing, storage,

transportation, handling, wholesaling, and retailing in the whole process of moving

the produce from farmers to consumers as well as the profits of the intermediaries

l
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involved in the marketing process (Sinha, Kumar, Prasad, and Pandey 1979; Kohls

and Uhl 1990).

Comparing the behaviour of rice prices between the farm and retail levels

would provide a good indication of rice marketing efficiency, with the fluctuations

in the margin being a barometer of such efficiency. For instance, a rice price rise at

the consumer level that is not matched by a simila¡ absolute rise at the farm level

would imply the exisænce of market imperfections such as information deficiencies

and the presence of speculation enabled by a competitive deficiency. In this study,

the farm price of paddy (milled rice equivalent) offered by privaæ traders and

cooperatives will be compared to the retail price of milled rice, even though the

cooperatives have to sell paddy or milled rice to the government. The purpose is to

examine the pricing efficiency of rice marketing at the farm level.

The time-series data were used in the study to compare the rice prices

between retail and farm levels. The retail prices were based on the weekly prices of

medium quality milled rice monitored in the Barabai retail ma¡ket (the district

market) during the period of the fourttr week of March 1993 to the frst week of

July 1993 (14 weeks). The farm prices were based on the weekly prices of

medium quatity of paddy or dry storage paddy (expressed as milled rice equivalents

for form comparability) received by farmers at the farm level from both private

traders and cooperatives during the corresponding period.

The data show that, over the period, the weekly retail price of milled rice

averaged Rp 491.9 per kilogram, while the weekly paddy price (after converting

into milled rice) offered by privaæ traders and cooperative buyers at the farm level

averaged Rp 439.3 and Rp 4/;0.1 per kilogram, respectively (Table 7.2). The

weekly movement of the price of miled rice at the retail level and the paddy price

(afær converting into milled rice) offered by private traders and cooperatives at the

farm level is exhibited in Figure 7.1. This shows the relative stability of the price at
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the retail level, the closing of the gap towards the end of the period, and the lagged

responses between the cooperatives and privaæ traders (Figure 7.2). It would

appear that cooperatives attempt to match private trader prices after a lag, which

over the period averaged about two weeks. These aspects are addressed in more

detail below.

Table 7.2 shows that for the period March to July 1993 the average

absolute price variation for milled rice at the retail level (Rp 3.08 per kilogram)

was much lower (by about 73 per cent) than the average absolute price change for

paddy at the farm level (Rp 12,54 per kilogram for private traders and Rp 10.69

per kilogram for cooperatives). This shows that the absolute price change of

milled rice at the retail level is not matched by a simila¡ absolute change of paddy

price at the farm level.

The evidence also indicates that the average absolute price change for

paddy offered by the private traders at the farm level is relatively larger by 15 per

cent than that offered by the cooperatives. This implies that the private trader price

is more variable than the cooperative price. This is related to the fact that the offer

price of private traders is based on the ongoing retail price which fluctuates

according to the demand for milled rice, whereas the offer price of cooperatives is

related to the administratively deærmined fixed floor price.
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Tcib,le 7 .2 Prlce Spreod (Morgln) of Medlum Quoltty Mllled Rlce ln the Hulu Sungol Tengoh Dlstrlct durlng the Fourth Week of Morch I 993

ond Flrst Week of July 1993

Month Week
Retoll
Prlce

(lþ/kg)

Form Pilce'
Co-op P,Troder
(lþ/kg) (Rp/kg)

Prlce Spreod
Co-op P,Troder
(lþ/ks) (lþ/kg)

Prlce Chonge Morgln
Co-op P.Troder Co-op Troder
(Rp/kg) (lþ/kg) (lþ/kg) (lþ/kg)

Retoll
(Rp/kg)

Morch
Aprll

Moy

June

July

ægl

lV= I
l=2
ll =3
lll =4
lV=5
I =ó
ll =7
lll =8
lV=9
| =10
ll = I I
lll = l2
lV=13
| =14

445 (89,0)

42O (8s.2)

446 (9O.5)

43r (88.5)

423 (88. r)
422(ú.7)
437 <89.7>

432 (88.2>

432 (88.2)

438 (88,8)

4AO (89,2)

4æ(92.9>
471(94.2>
4&(93.2)

440 (88.0)
¿t43 (89.9)

432 (87.6)

42(n.8)
431 (89,8)
422 (86,7)

429 <æ.1)
438 (89.4)

429 (87.6)

431 (87.4)

4U(92,1)
428(æ.8)
4ñ(ç2.O)
471(94.2>

5s (r r.o)
73 (r4.8)
47 (9.5)

s (l1.5)
57 (r 1.9)
ós (ì3.3)
50 (ì0.3)
58 (r r,8)
s8 (r ì.8)
55 (r r.2)
s (r0.8)
35 (7,r)
29 (5.8)

34 (ó,8)

ó0 (12.0)
so (ro, r)
6t (22.4)
4s (e.2)
49 (1O.2)

ó5 (r3.3)
58 (l 1,9)

52 (r0,ó)
61(12.4)
62 (12.6)

39 (7,9)

ós (r3.2)
40 (8.0)

29 (5,8)

500
493
493
487
480
487
487
490
490
493
493
493
500
500

7

0
6
7

7

0
3
0
3
0
0
7

0

;
ìt
ló
4
tó
7

6
9
I

23
26
25
il

t

26
9
I

I
l5
I
0
3
2
l8
6
5

3
ll
l0
il
9
7

I
9
2

23
26
32
il

25
26
l5
I
I

l5
5
0
6
2
l8
l3
5

Averoge

* Uslng o converslon rotlo from poddy lnto mllled rlce of ó5 per cent
Flgures ln porentheses express the form level prlce ond prlce spleod os o percenfoge of the retoll pdce

491.9 440.t (89,5) 439,3 (8e.3) 5ì.8 (10.5) 52.ó (ì0'7) 3'08 10.ó9 t2.U 9.2 12.7



Fþure 7.1 Retoil ond Form Prices for Milled Rice in the Hulu Sungoi Tengoh Dislrlct dwing lhe
Fourth Week of Morch 1993 ond Fircl Week of July 1993
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Figure 7.2 Absolule Price Chonges for Milled Rice in the Hulu Sungoi Tengoh District during the
Fourlh Week of Morch 1993 ond Firsl Week of July 1993
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A more rigorous analysis of the relationships between retail and farm prices

is undertaken by using an ordinary leasr squares (OLS) technique for simple linea¡

regression. In this study the price ofpaddy offered by the buyers at the farm level

(the dependant variable) is a function of the price of milled rice at the retail level

(the explanatory variable). The function can be specified as follows:

Pf'=6o+b1Pr1+e¡

where:

Pfl : Farm price of paddy (milled rice equivalent) received

by farmers from buyers in week t (rupiah per kilogram)

Pr¡ : Retail price of milled rice in week t (rupiah per

kilogram)

b : The estimaûed regression coefficient

e¡ : An error term.

Since the privaæ traders and cooperatives directly purchase paddy from

farmers at the farm level, the farm level prices considered are the private trader

price (Pt) and the cooperative price (Pc). Thus, the model specified above is

applied to estimate the relationships between the private trader price (Pt) and retail

price @r) and between the cooperative price @c) and retail price (Pr).

The OLS estimate for regression shows that the relationship between the

private trader price (Pt) and retail price (Pr) is as follows:

Pt =-331.0+1.566Pr

se = (263.9) (0.537)

¡ = (-1.254) (2.920)*

R2 =0.4152 Durbin-Watson = 2.06

*)significant at 5 per cent
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The relationship between cooperative price (Pc) and retail price (Pr) is as follows:

Pc =-586.3+2.087Pr

se - (259:2) (0.527)

¡ = (-2.262)*(3.960)*

R2 = 0.5665 Durbin-Watson = 1.98

*) significant at 5 per cent

The R-square for private trader shows that about 42 per cent of the price

variabitity of the private traders has been explained by the retail price, whereas the

R-square for the cooperatives equation shows that the retail price for milled rice

accounts for about 57 per cent of the explanation of the variability of the price

offered by cooperatives at the farm level. The R-square values for cooperatives is

relatively larger than for private traders, suggesting that the retail price is more

influential in deærmining the farm price for paddy offered by cooperatives than that

offered by privaæ traders. The autocorrelation problem, as estimated by the

Durbin-Watson (d) staüstic, shows that there rre no autocorrelation problems in

the analyses.

Results of thc esúmation show that the coeffrcient of the retail price

variable is positivc and significant at the 95 per cent level of confidence for both

equations. This implics that the price of milled rice at the retail level is directly

related to the farm price for paddy offered by both private traders and

cooperatives. When the ret¿il price of milled rice rises by Rp 1 per kilogram, the

prices of paddy offered by private traders and cooperatives at the farm level will rise

by Rp 1.566 and Rp
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2.087 per kilogram, respectively, ceûeris paribus. This result provides further

support that the price rise at the retail level is not matched by a similar price rise at

the farm level (ie. private trader and cooperative prices). This constitutes evidence

of the existence of market imperfections in the rice marketing system in the district

studied.

The rice marketing margin, or price spread, can be calculated between

different levels within the marketing channel. Nevertheless, the discussion here

will concentrate on the overall farm to retail price spread for medium quality milled

rice. The determination of the size of margins for private traders and cooperatives

is based on the following formula (Timmer 1974):

Mt=Prt-(1/c)Pf1

where:

M1 : the measured margin in week t

Prl: the retail price of milled rice in week t

Pf¡: the farm price of paddy offered by buyers in week t

c : the rice milling ratio of paddy into milled rice

(c = 0.65 for the district studied).

The evidence presented in øble 7.2 shows that the average weekly size of

private trader and cooperative margins is Rp 52.6 per kilogram (10.7 per cent of

the average absoluæ retail price) and Rp 51.8 per kilogram (10.5 per cent of the

average absolute retail price), respectively. The weekly movement of the private

trader and cooperative margins is exhibiæd in Figure 7.3. The average absolute

change of the private trader margin during the fourth week of March 1993 and fust

week of July 1993 was Rp 12.7 per kilogram (Table 7.2). In comparison, the
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Figure 7.3 Privote Troder ond Cooperolive Morgins for Milþd Rice in the Hulu SungoiTengoh
Distdcl dufing the Fourth Week of Morch 1993 ond Fircl Week of July 1993
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average absolute change of the cooperative margin was Rp 9.2 per kilogram.

A t-test applied to the private trader and cooperative margins shows that

there is no significant difference at the 10 per cent level. This means that the

cooperatives seem to be as responsive to market signals as the private traders. The

implication is that sales through private traders and cooperatives give farmers a

similar proportion or sha¡e of the consumer price over time. This reinforces the

evidence in øble 7.2 where the average farmers' share of the consumer price is

about the same at 89-90 per cent.

7.3 Quantity of Paddy Sotd by Farmers (Marketed Surplus)

On the basis of information provided by the surveyed farmers, the average

quantity of paddy marketed was found to be about 42 per cent of the total paddy

production in the 1993 harvest period. This is indicative of the degree of

subsistence in farming and, conversely, of the inægration of farmers into the

pecuniary economy. Thus, it is an index of agricultural development in the

surveyed districr

By way of comparison, the quantity of paddy sold by farmers in the three

provinces of East, Central, and West Java is about 46 pet cent, 58 per cent, and 50

per cent of total paddy production, respectively (Mears 1981). The quantity of

paddy sold by farmers in the Special Region Aceh, another province in western

Indonesia, varied between 25 and 30 per cent (Hasan 1976), indicating a higher

level of subsistence farming in that region.

Farmers in the district studied commonly marketed paddy through (a)

private traders, (b) cooperatives, (c) government (DOLOG's Task Forces), and (d)

direct sale to the district market (see the flow chart in Figure 7.4). The survey data

show that nearly half of the total paddy was marketed through private traders, with
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most of the other half through cooperative buyers (Table 7.3). There is no

signifrcant difference between the average quantity of paddy sold by farmers

through private traders and cooperatives. About seven per cent of the total

markeæd surplus was disposed through both privaæ traders and cooperatives. A

small ponion of paddy (about two per cent) was sold to the Dolog's Task Forces

and directly to the large traders at the disrict market (ie. direct sales). Since the

focus of this study is on the private traders and cooperatives, only farmers

patronising these two major buyer groups a¡e considered in the following analysis.
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Tengah District
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Table 7.3 Quantity of Paddy Sold by Farmers through Various Buyers

in the Hulu Sungai Tengah District during the 1993 Harvest

Period

Buyers
Number of

Farmers
Quantity of
Paddy Sold

(ke)
Average

(ke)

Private Traders

Cooperatives

Private Traders
and Cooperatives

Otherb)

r73
(47.0)

167

(4s.4)

t36,567
(46.7)

130,1 11

(44.s)

20.90r
(7.r)
4,878
(r.7)

78ga)

77ga)

18
(4.e)

10
(2.7)

1,161

488

Total

Figures in parentheses are percentage oftotal sales

a) the difference between these two estimates is not significant at the 10 per cent

level
b) Government (Dolog's Task Forces) and direct sales

7.4 Factors Affecting the Quantity of Paddy Sold by Farmers

In order to identify the factors responsible for the difference in the quantity

of paddy sold by farmers, the analysis in this section focuses on three aspects: (a)

the farmers selling paddy through private traders, (b) the farmers selling paddy

through cooperatives, and (c) combination of farmers selling paddy through private

traders and cooperatives (ie. combination of the first and second analysis).

368
(100)

292,457
(100)

795
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7.4.1 Model Specification

Linear multiple regression is used in the study to determine factors affecting

the quantity of paddy sold by farmers in the three aspects of analysis. The overall

hypothesis tested is that the quantity of paddy sold by farmers (the dependent

variable) is a funcúon of the price of paddy offered by the buyers at the farm level,

annual household income, total paddy production, time lapse between ha¡¡est and

sales, amount of credit borrowed by farmers, distance between the buyer's

warehouse and farmer's house, household sizn, age, and education factors (the

explanatory or independent variables) - as expressed in the following equation:"

Qi= F + ÞrFi + Fili + ÞpPi + hTi + FCCi + ppDi + psSi

44
+ Ip¡¡A¡¡+ EpB¡E¡i + e

k=l k=2

where:

Qi: Quantity of paddy sold by the ittr farmer (kilograms)

Fi : Paddy price received by the ith farmer at the farm level (rupiah per kilogram)

Ii : Annual income of the ith household (thousand rupiah)

P1: Total paddy production obtained by the ith farmer (tons)

T1: Time lapse between ha¡vest and sales of the ith farmer (week)

Ci : Amount of credit borrowed by the ith farmer (rupiah)

Di : Distance between buyer's wa¡ehouse and the ith farmer's house ftilometre)

Si : Size of the household of the ith farmer (person)

A¡¡ ft=1,...,5): Dummy variable for age of the ith farmer

A1: Age below 31 years (yes=l; no=O)

A2: Age between 31 and 40 years (yes=l; no=O)

The altemative logit models þsted were:

1. Bi = ao + alFi +a2lr+ a3Pi+ a4Ti+ a5Ci+a6Di + aTSi+

k=L

4

aSkAki +
k=2

a9kEki + ei



¡

A3: Age between 41 and 50 years (yes=l; no=0)

A4: Age above 51 and 60 years (yes=l; no=0)

A5: Age above 60 years, as the base category and excluded from the equation

(yes=1; nod))

E¡i (k=1,...,4): Dummy variable for education of the ith farmer

E1: Elementary school and less, as the base caægory and excluded from

the equation

(yes=1; no=O)

E2: Junior high school (yes=l; nod))

E3: Senior high school (yes=l; no=O)

E4: Academy and university (yes=l;no{)

p : Regression coefficients

e : Random error

In the above model, dummy va¡iables for age category above 60 years and

for education category elementary school and less are omitted from the equation in

order to eliminaæ the multicollinearity problem ¿rmong some or all dummy

variables (Gujarati 1988).

The model is separately f,rtted for the farmers selling paddy through private

traders, farmers selling paddy through cooperatives, and combination of the

farmers selling paddy through private traders and those selling paddy through

cooperatives. The statistical profiles of the socioeconomic variables of the three

groups of farmers are exhibited in table 7.4.

r
,l

,I

I

!
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Toble 7.4 Stotisticol Profiles of the Sompled Formers Selling Poddy through Privote
Troders, Sompled Formers Selling Poddy through Cooperotives, ond Both

Vorioble
Troder (n=ì 73)
Meon St.Dev

Co-oP (n='ló7)
Meon St.Dev, T-volue

ge1¡ 1n=340)
Meon St.Dev

Poddy sold (kg)

Price (Rp/kg)

lncome (Rp'000)

Production (ton)

ïime lopse between
horvest ond soles
(week)

Junior high school

Senior high school

Acodemy/university

Amount of credit (Rp) 13A23

Distonce between
buyer's worehouse
ond former's house
(km) 3.62

Household size 4,58

Age (yeor)
Below 3ì yrs 0.104

Between 3l ond 40 yr: 0.3353

Between 4l ond 50 yr 0.2948

Between 5l ond ó0 yn 0,19ó5

Above ó0 yrs** 0,0ó94

Educqtion
Elementory school
ond less**

789

'r,350

ì.93

4.O2

0,ó705

0,'r329

0,'r85

0.0r ró

742
(94.M)

20.1
(7.05)
2þ72

fl53,48)
1.17

(æ,62)

779

2U.9

1,320

r,85

4.92

ì0,075

2,39

4.38

o.1257

o,323/

0,233s

o,2455

0,07'r9

0,ó048

0,'r557

0.2275

0,0r2

787

00r.03)
17,4

(ó,11)
1A39

c09.02)
l.l8

(ó3,78)

0,332ó
(2U.6)
0.4692

(r45.08)
o.4244

(r8'r,7ó)
o,4317

(r 75,85)
o.259

(3æ.22>

763.6
(97.3ó)

18.8
(ó,59)
1,787

(r 33.83)
1,17

(ó2.03)

285

4,35
(88.4'l)
23,169

(229.97)

2.71 -2.79*
(r r3.39)

1,49 -'r,]ó
(u.o2)

-0,12 7U.3

-0,08 284.9

-'r ,'ró r ,335

-0.ó5 't.89

3,02

4.49

2.U', 4.46 4,05
(90.81)

-1.24 11,779 24992
(212.17)

3.ó9
(9'r,79)

26,598
('r98,'r5)

5.05
(r39.5)

1.71

(37.34)

4.11
('r3ó,09)

't,ó'l

(35.8ó)

0,30ó2
(294.42>

0,4735
(141.22)

0,4573
(r55,'r2)

0.3985
QOz,8)
o,2v8

(3ó7,'15)

0,ó3

-0.23

-1.28

r,09

0.09

o.1147

0.3294

0.2u7

0.22ú

0.070ó

0.3r91
(278.2)

0.4707
(142.89)

o.4418
(róó.9r)

0,4r53
088,2ó)

0.25ó5
(3ó3.31)

o.4812
(75,39)

0,35r 7

(24,O7)
o.40/?

('r9ó.ó5)

0.'r079
(914.41>

o.4714
(70,31)

0,3405
(2ú,21)

0.3894
(210.49)

0.o172
c48,28)

0.4904
(8'r.08)

0,3ó37
(233.59)

o,4205
(r84.84)

0,0r09
(90.83)

-1.26

0.59

o.97

0.04

0,ó382

0.1441

0,2059

0,0r r8

.Significont ot 5%
**Refers to the omitted cotegory in the equotion
Figures in porentheses ore coefficients of voriotion (7o)
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The ordinary least squares (OLS) method for regression is applied to

compute the regression coefficients. The applicability of the model is tested using

the value of the coefficient of multiple determination (R-square). Then the

regression coefficients and their difference are tested using t-statistics after

computing the standard errors. The problem of multicollinearity is estimated by

computing the pairwise correlations between the explanatory variables included in

the three equations. The results show that the correlations between the explanatory

variables a¡e smaller than 0.5 for the three analyses (see Appendices 8,9,10),

implyr"g that the low correlations among the explanatory variables generally will

not result in serious deterioration of the quality of the least squares estimates. This

consideration is based on the view that "the multicollinearity may be a serious

problem if any pairwise correlation is bigger than 0.5" (Dielman I99l p.282).

7.4.2 Regression Results

7 .4.2.1 Overall Evaluation

The ordinary least squares (OLS) estimates of the relationship between the

hypothesised socioeconomic factors and the quantity of paddy sold by the farmers

patronising private traders (first analysis) and those patronising cooperatives

(second analysis) as well as those patronising private traders and cooperatives

(third analysis) are exhibited in table 7.5.
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Table 7.5 OLS Estimates of the Socioeconomic Factors Affecting the
Quantity of Paddy sold by Farmers through Private Traders,
Cooperatives, and BoEh

Private Traders Co-oPS Both
Variable

Coef t-va1ue Coef t-va1ue Coef t-value

Constant

Price (Rp/kS)

Income (Rp'000)

Production (Èon)

Time lapse beÈween
harvest and sales
(week)

Amount of credit
(Rp)

Distance betvreen
buyer's warehouse
and farmer's house
(km)

Household size

Age (Dummy)
Below 31 years

31 - 40 years

41 - 50 years

51 - 60 years

Education (Dumm1,¡
Junior high school

Senior high school

Academy,/univers ity

0.049
(0.03s)

r .40

12 -37a 47 4 . 01 t2 .7 9a
(37.07)

-2266
(-60s.r.)

5.956
(1 . 931)

0.044
(0.021)

444 .68
(3s.es)

4 .'734 -553 .6
(686.4)

o8a I .864
(2.3e4)

-1450 -3 .164
(458.3 )

3 .985
(r-.s2s)

2 .6ra

0.050
(0.018)

2.734

449 .85 1.7 .334
(2s.es)

-0.81

0.783

z o9b

-13.9 -1.30
(10.68)

-0. oo4 -2.794
(0.ool-s)

t.2t 0.58

!.97c -0.0007 -0.61
(0.0012)

0.63 L3.66
(7.02)

1.95c

-15.65 -0.81
(19.38)

11.63
(e.63e)

0.0036
(0.0018)

4 .01
(7.08)

15 .31
(8.079)

25.L4
(2'.7 .57 )

1.94

0.98

3 .414

3.354

2.30b

2 .45b

-0.34

-2.23b

-2.954

656.5
\192 .4)

531 -t
( 160 . 4 )

378
(164.1)

419 . 8
ri71.1)

1,24 .4
(1e0.7)

r25.3
(171.3)

-1.02 .3
(174.8)

21.8
(167 )

381.1
(137.6)

aaa a

(118.2)
L47 .4

(r22.s)
242.2

(121.8)

9 .62
(r5.24)

-62.03 -2.14
(28 .9s )

0.65

0.75

-0.59

0.13

-0.89

-0.L2

-0.L2

2.774

2.814

1.2

1.99b

_'l 1

-1.55

-2.r3b

-39.1
(1ls.4)
-235.r

(105.2 )

-1084
(367)

-105.9
(r.18.e)

-1,4.1
(118.e)

-41 .3
(410 .3 )

-92.34
(83.63)
-120.'7

(17 .98)
-588.2

(27 6)

Sample size
R-square

173
0.594

1,67

0 .625
340

0.566

a)SignificanÈ at 1 I b)significant at 5 å c)Significant at 10 t
Figures 1n parenÈheses are sÈandard errors
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The OLS estimare indicates that the quantity of paddy sold by all farmers

(ie. combination of the farmers patronising private traders and those patronising

cooperarives) is significantly associated with the price of paddy offered by the

buyers (price received by farmers) at the farm level, household income, paddy

production, distance between buyer's wa¡ehouse and farmer'S house, age (except

for age category between 41 and 50 years), and education (particularly education

category academy/university). The value of the R-square indicates that about 57

per cent of the variations of the quantity of paddy sold by this group of farmers

have been explained by the combined effect of these significant factors. The time

lapse benrueen harvest and sales, aÍrount of credit borrowed by farmers, household

size, a1e category bctween 4I and 50 years, and education less than

academy/university are not significant factors in deærmining the variations of the

quantity of paddy sold by these farmers.

The quantity of paddy sold by the farmers who patronise private traders is

significantly related to the price of paddy received at the farm level, household

income, paddy production, amount of credit borrowed by farmers, distance

be¡veen private trader's warehouse and farmer's house, r5a, and education

category higher than junior high school. All of these factors have explained about

59 per cent of the variation of paddy sold by these farmers. The other factors,

such as time lapse between harvest and sales, household size, and education

(particularly junior high school and less) are not significantly related to the

quantity of paddy marketed by the farmers who patronise privaæ traders.

With regard to the farmers patronising cooperatives, the estimation result

indicates that the quantity of paddy sold is significantly influenced by the paddy

production, amount of credit borrowed by farmers, and household size factors.

These three significant factors account for about 63 per cent of the explanation of

the variation of the quantity of paddy sold by this group of farmers. On the other
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hand, the price of paddy received at the farm level, household income, time lapse

between harvest and sales, distance between cooperative's warehouse and farmer's

house, age, and education variables are not significant at the 90 per cent level of

confidence.

7 .4.2.2 Detailed Evaluation

The detail of the impact of the socioeconomic factors on the quantity of

paddy sold by the three groups of farmers will now be explained.

(a) Combination of Farmers Selling Paddy through Private Traders and

Cooperatives (Alt Farmers)

In relation to sales through both buyers by all farmers, the result of the

estimation indicates that the variable of the price of paddy received at the farm

level has positive and significant relationship with the quantity of paddy sold. This

suggests that the buyers (private traders and cooperatives) have to compete on

price in order to purchase more paddy from farmers at the farm level. The

coefficient of regression indicates that the quantity of paddy sold by farmers

increases by about 4 kilograms for every rupiatr increase in price offered at the

farm level, ceteris paribus.

The household income has positive and significant impact on the quantity

of paddy sold by all farmers. The estimated coefficient shows that the quantity of

paddy sold by this group of farmers increases by about 5 kilograms when the

household income increases by Rp 100,(X)0, ceteris paribus. Table 7.6 shows that

the average quantity of paddy sold by these farmers is statistically different among
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income categories, except for income category between Rp 400,000 and less than

Rp 800,000 and between Rp 8(Ð,000 and less than Rp 1,200,000.

Table 7.6 Average Quantity of Paddy Sold by Farmers by Household

Income Category

Income Category

(Rp'0ü))

Number of Farmers Average Quantity of Paddy Sold

(ke)

Less than Rp 400

Rp 400 - < Rp 800

Rp 800 - < Rp I,200

Rp 1,200 - < Rp 1,600

Rp 1,600 and above

75

108

51

23

83

3a3@)

706(b)

79s(cXb)

r,487 (d)

1,084(e)

Total 340 784

ü
'!

(aXbXcXd)(e): Significantly different to each other at the 10 per cent level.

The variable of the paddy production has positive sign and is significant,

indicating that paddy production directly determines the quantity of paddy sold by

farmers. If other factors are held constant, the quantity of paddy sold by farmers

increases by about 0.450 tons for every ton increase in paddy production. By way

of comparison, in a .study undertaken in the three districts of Andhra Pradesh,

India, the quantity of paddy sold by farmers rises by 0.340 tons for every ton

increase of the padd¡' production (Upender 1992).

The evidencc shows that the average quantity of paddy sold by farmers

tends to increase as the level of the paddy production increases and is found to be

statistically significant among the categories of paddy production (Table 7.7). This

provides further support for the regression result that, for instance, an increase in

paddy production from the 2 tons and below level to the 4 tons and above level is

associated with a more than quadrupling of the quantity of paddy sold (Table 7.7).

!
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Table 7.7 Average Quantity of Paddy Sold by Farmers by Paddy

Production Category

Production Category

(tons)

Number of Farmers Average Quantity of Paddy Sold

(ke)

Less than I
l-<2
2-<3
3-<4
4 and above

76

133

77

37

t7

289(a)

580(b)

959(c)

1,411(d)

2,44I(e)

Total 340 784

t
I

;

(aXbXcXd)(e): Significantly different to each other at the 10 per cent level.

The va¡iables of the time lapse between harvest and sales, and amount of

credit borrowed by farmers are not signifrcantly related to the quantity of paddy

sold by all farmers (ie. patronising both private traders and cooperatives).

The quantity of paddy sold by all farmers has a positive and significant

relationship with the geographic distance between the buyer's warehouse and

farmer's house. The result of the estimation shows that an increased distance by

one kilomete is associated with a 14 kilograms increase in the quantity of paddy

sold by all farmers. Table 7.8 shows that the average quantity of paddy marketed

by the farmers who live close by (within six kilometres) to the location of the

buyer's warehouse is smaller than from those who live far away (six kilometres and

above) by about 37 per cent. This is relaæd to the fact that the services provided

by the buyers for the farmers who live far away is betær than for those who live

close by to the location of the buyer's warehouse.

'I

tf
''ú

i
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Table 7.8 Average Quantity of Paddy Sold by Farmers by Distance

Category

Distance Caûegory
(km)

Number of Farmers Average Quantity of Paddy Sold
(ke)

Less than 2

2-<4
4-<6
6 and above

146

r03

42

49

704(a)

728(b)(a)

760(cXaXb)

1,161(d)

Total 340 784

t
I
I

I

(aXbXcXd): Significantly different to each other at the 10 per cent level.

The coefficient of the size of the household is not significantly related to

the quantity of paddy sold by all farmers (ie. combination of the farmers selling

paddy through private trader and cooperative buyers).

The age va¡iable is divided into five categories and the variable for the

largest category (above 60 years) is omitæd for estimation purposes. In relation to

the combination of the farmers patronising private traders and those patronising

cooperatives, the coefficient estimating the impact of age factors shows a positive

sign for all age categories. Also, the coefficients of all age catþEories are

significantly related to the quantity of paddy sold by these farmers, except for the

category of age between 41 and 50 years. The evidence shows that the average

quantity of paddy sold by these farmers is not found to be søtistically different

¿ìmong age categories, e¡cept for age categories between 3l and 40 years and

between 41 and 50 years (Table 7.9).

i
ì

I

I
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Table 7.9 Avenge Quantity of Paddy Sold by Farmers by Age Caægory

Age Category
(year)

Number of Farmers Average Quantity of Paddy Sold
(ke)

Less than 31

3t-40
41 -50

5l-60
Above 60

39

rt2
90

75

24

752(a)

891(bXa)

682(cXa)

800(dXaXbXc)

670(eXa)(bXcXd)

Total 340 784

(aXbXcXd)(e): Significantly different to each other at the 10 per cent level.

Level of education, particularly category academy/university has negative

sign and is a signifrcant factor in deærmining the quantity of paddy sold by all

farmers (ie. the combination of the farmers patronising privaûe traders and those

patronising cooperatives). The parameter coefficient suggests that the farmers

educated to academy/university level ænd to sell less paddy compared to those

educaæd to other levels of education. The evidence presented in table 7.10

provides further support for this result, that is, the average quantity of paddy sold

by the farmers who a¡e educaæd to academy/university is found to be st¿tistically

less than by those who a¡e educated to other lower levels of education.

lr
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Table 7.10 Average Quantity of Paddy Sold by Farmers by Education

Category

Education Category Number of Farmers Average Quantity of Paddy Sold
(ke)

Elementary school

and less

Junior high school

Senior high school

Academy/university

2t7

49

70

4

766(a)

81g(bXa)

836(cXaXb)

486(d)

Total 340 784

(aXbXcXd): Significantly different to each other at the 10 per cent level.

(b) Farmers Selling Paddy through Private Traders

The OLS estimaæ shows that the variable of price has a positive sign and is

significantly relaæd to the quantity of paddy sold by the farmers patronising private

traders. The coefficient indicates that the quantity of paddy sold increases by

about 6 kilograms for each rupiatr increase in the price of paddy received at the

farm level, ceteris paribus.

The factor of the household income exhibits a positive sign and is

significant for the private traders, suggesting that the quantity of paddy sold by the

farmers who patronise privaæ traders wili increase at higher levels of income. The

estimated coeffrcient shows that the quantity of paddy sold by these farmers

increases by aA kilograms when income increases by Rp 100,000. Table 7.11

indicates that the average quantity of paddy sold by the farmers who have income

less than Rp 400,000 is significantly smaller than by those who have income more

than Rp 400,000.
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Table 7.11 Average Quantity of Paddy Sold by the Farmers patronising

Private Traders by Household Income Category

Income Category
(Rp'ffiO)

Number of Farmers Average Quantity of Paddy Sold
(ke)

Less than Rp 400

Rp 400 - < Rp 800

Rp 800 - < Rp I,200

Rp 1,200 - < Rp 1,600

Rp 1,600 and above

4l
52

24

t3

43

323(a)

772(b)

7e5(c)(b)

1,465(d)

1,048(eXcXd)

Total t73 789

(aXbXcXd)(e): Significantly different to each other at the l0 per cent level.

The factor of paddy production also has a positive and highly significant

impact upon the quantity of paddy sold by the farmers patronising private traders.

The examination of the regression coefficients indicates that if the total paddy

production rises by one ton, the quantity of paddy sold by farmers who paüonise

private traders will increase by about 0.M5 tons, ceteris paribus.

The variable of the time lapse between harvest and sales is not signifrcantly

related to the quantity of paddy sold by the farmers patronising private traders.

The variable of the amount of credit has negative sign and is significant for

the farmers who patronise private traders. The regression result indicates that the

quantity of paddy sold by the farmers patronising private traders decreases by

about 4 kilograms for every one thousand rupiah increase in the ariount of credit

borrowed. This suggests that the repayment of loans by these farmers does not

depend absolutely on the money from the paddy sales. This result is contrary to

expectations when considered in isolation but is consistent with the evidence of the
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competitiveness of cooperatives with private traders in relation to paddy

purchases. Had privaæ traders been able to influence paddy purchases through a

monopoly in credit provision, the competitiveness of cooperatives would have been

greatly diminished.

The regression result shows the variable of distance between warehouse

and farmer's house to be positively and significantly related to the quantity of

paddy sold by the farmers patronising private traders. If other factors are held

constant, the quantity of paddy sold by farmers to private traders will increase by

about 15 kilograms for every one kilometre increase of distance benveen the

private trader's warehouse and farmer's house. Table 7.12 shows that the average

quantity of paddy marketed by the farmers who live close by (within six

kilometres) to the location of the private trader's warehouse is significantly smaller

than from those who live far away (six kilometres and above) by about 40 per cent.

This suggests that the farmers who live further away are more attractive target

customers for private traders. This probably occurs because the cooperatives tend

to better service farmers in closer proximity, thereby leaving the more distant

farmers to be serviced by the private traders. This supposition is supported by the

evidence that the distance between the cooperative's warehouse and farmer's house

is not significantly related to the quantity of paddy sold by the farmers patronising

cooperatives.
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Table 7 .12 Average Quantity of Paddy Sold by the Farmers patronising

Private Traders by Distance Category

Dist¿nce Category
(km)

Number of Farmers Average Quantity of Paddy Sold
(ke)

Less than 2

2-<4
4-<6
6 and above

61

55

26

31

742(a)

67aþ)@)

680(cXaXb)

1,180(d)

Total 173 789

(aXb)(cXd): Significantly different to each other at the 10 per cent level.

The variable of the household size is not significantly associated with the

variations in the quantity of paddy sold by the farmers patronising private traders.

The regression result shows that all categories of age have positive sign

and are significant for farmers patronising private traders. The coefficients show

a tendency for a negative relationship between age and sales to private traders.

The evidence presented in Table 7.13 provides further support for this finding,

namely, that the average quantity of paddy sold by the younger farmers

(particularly age category less than 50 years) is higher by about 44 per cent than

that for older farmers (above 60 years of age).
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Table 7.13 Average Quantity of Paddy Sold by the Farmers patronising

Private Traders by Age Category

Age Category
(year)

Number of Farmers Average Quantity of Paddy Sold
(ke)

Less than 3l
3l-40
42-50
51-60
Above 60

18

58

51

34

t2

7 t6(a)

938(bXa)

778(cXaXb)

711(dXaXb)(c)

a52@)(d)

Total 173 789

(aXbXcXd)(e): Significantly different to each other at the 10 per cent level.

The level of education has a negative association with the quantity of paddy

sold by the farmers who patronise private traders. Also, the coeffrcients of the

categories of education higher than junior high school are significant. The

magnitude of the coefficient indicates that the better educated farmers tend to sell

less paddy compared to the less well educated farmers.

(c) Farmers Selling Paddy through Cooperatives

The price factor is not found to be significantly related to the quantity of

paddy sold by the farmers who patronise cooperative buyers. This suggests that

cooperatives are competitive on bases other than price (see below).

The quantity of paddy sold by the farmers who patronise cooperatives is

not influenced by the household income. This suggests that cooperatives purchase

over a wider distribution of farmer incomes
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The factor of paddy production has a positive and highly significant impact

on the variations of the quantity of paddy sold by the farmers patronising

cooperatives. The regression coefficient shows that if the total paddy production

rises by one ton, the quantity of paddy sold by these farmers will increase by about

0.474 tons, ceteris paribus.

Similar to the farmers patronising private traders, the variable of the time

lapse between harvest and sales is not significantly related to the quantity of paddy

sold by the farmers patronising cooperatives.

The credit factor turns out to be significant with a positive sign for the

farmers patronising cooperatives buyers. The parameter estimation shows that the

quantity of paddy sold by these farmers will increase by 3.6 kilograms if the

aÍiount of credit borrowed increases by Rp 1,000. The evidence presented in table

7.14 indicates that the larger the amount of borrowing the larger the quantity of

paddy marketed. This means that the farmers patronising cooperatives are

dependent upon the paddy sales for the repayment of loans.

Table 7.I4 Average Quantity of Paddy Sold by the Farmers patronising

Cooperatives by Credit Category

Credit Caægory
(Rp'000)

Number of Farmers Average Quantity of Paddy Sold
(ke)

Less than Rp 25

Rp25-<Rp50
Rp50-<Rp75
Rp 75 and above

137

t4
11

5

743(a)

a15OXa)

1,160(c)

1,964(d)

Total r67 779

(a)(bXcXd): Significantly different to each other at the 10 per cent level.
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The variations of distance be¡veen the cooperative's warehouse and

farmer's house is not signifrcantly associated with the quantity of paddy sold by the

farmers who patronise cooperative buyers.

As expected, the household size has a negative sign and is significantly

related to the quantity of paddy sold by the farmers patronising cooperatives. The

result of the estimation indicates that the quantity of paddy sold by these farmers

de¡reases by about 62 kilograms, ceteris paribus, when an additional person resides

in the farm household. This is reasonable because the larger the size of the

household the larger the quantity of paddy needed for family consumption.

Furthermore, the evidence shows that the average quantity of paddy sold by these

farmers is not significantly different among the household size categories (Table

7.1s)

Table 7.15 Average Quantity of Paddy Sold by the Farmers patronising

Cooperatives by Household Size Category

Household Size Caægory
(persons)

Number of Farmers Average Quantity of Paddy Sold
(ke)

Less than 3

3-<5
5-<8
8 and above

16

T2T

29

I

966(a)

766(bXa)

669(cXaXb)

2,600(d)(aXbXc)

Total t67 779

(aXbXcXd): Significantly different to each other at the 10 per cent level.

The quantity of paddy sold is not found to be significantly related to the

variables of age for the farmers patronising cooperatives. Also, the variable of

education is not significant for cooperative buyers, meaning that the quantity of
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paddy sold by the farmers who patronise the cooperatives is not influenced by their

levels of education.
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CITAPTER EIGHT

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

8.1 Conclusions

The main overall objective of this study was to comparatively evaluate the

performance of the marketing channels available to farmers in the Hulu Sungai

Tengah District, particularly private trader channels and cooperative channels.

The conclusion is that the cooperatives effectively compete with private

traders for the marketed surplus of farmers. This conclusion is based on the

evidence that there is no significant difference between the average quantity of

paddy purchased from farmers by cooperatives, or by privaæ traders. This is

attributable to the evidence that cooperatives are able to compete on price, in a

sin¡ation where price is a signifrcant explanator of the quantity of paddy sold by

farmers. Moreover, there was no major difference in the fluctuations in prices paid

by the cooperatives compared to those paid by the private traders, except that the

private traders tended to be the price setter, with cooperatives matching prices

after alag averaging two weeks.

There were no significant time, form, and place differences entering into

transactions in the two channels. Hence, the conclusion seems to be justified that

farmers selling paddy to private traders are not signifrcantly either worse off or

better off from not having accepted the floor price offered by cooperatives.

Overall, the rice marketing system in the district studied seems to be

delivering pricing effrciency. This is manifested in the similar degree of

responsiveness to retail price signals by both types of buyers. The implication is



that sales through private traders and cooperatives give farmers a similar

proportion or sha¡e of consumer price over time, of about 89-90 per cent.

Another conclusion that can be reached on the basis of the evidence is that

although the cooperatives are competitive in terms of purchases and prices, their

target farmer suppliers a¡e less well defined compared to those of private traders.

Private traders a¡e evidently selective in their choice of farmer suppliers, buytng

significantly more from those who are the more prosperous farmers, who live

further away by a greater average distance of 6 kilometres, who afe younger

farmers, and those who are less well educated.

Unexpecædly, credit wÍN not a factor significantly explaining higher

purchases by private traders, unlike in the case of cooperatives. This shows that

the re-payment of loans by farmers who patronise private traders does not depend

absolutely on the money from paddy sales.

The cooperatives have been successful in competing for paddy with private

traders despite having broader socioeconomic objectives than simply paddy

purchase. The evidence is that while cooperatives match the level of prices paid by

private traders, price is not a significant explanator of the quanúties of paddy

purchased by cooperatives (paddy sold by farmers through cooperatives). This

implies that factors other than price account for the success of cooperatives in

competing for paddy. Also, cooperatives tend not to target particular groups, as

indicated by the wider variation in their farmer suppliers in terms of income,

production, distance, household síze, age, and education.

8.2 Implications for Cooperative Marketin g Pl annin g

The result of the study indicates that the cooperatives are able to compete

with the private traders in terms of price and quantity of paddy purchased. This
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provides grounds for expanding the number of cooperatives involved in the rice

procurement program. The survey data show that the number of cooperatives

involved in the 1993 rice procurement program in the Hulu Sungai Tengah District

was only 12, or 67 per cent of the total number of cooperatives in the district (18

cooperatives). Therefore, they are not able to service all farmers who sell paddy

during the main harvest period.

Overall, the price of paddy offered by private traders and cooperatives

(price received by farmers) at the farm level is an important factor in determining

the variations of the quantity of paddy solcl by farmers. This leads to the necessity

of cooperatives improving their pricing strategy if they wish to increase their

purchase competitiveness during the main harvest period. The cooperatives have

the opportunity to increase the offer price of paddy at the farm level by reducing

the costs of storage (ie. the length of the storage period) for both paddy and milled

rice. The survey data indicaæ that the paddy and milled rice are typically stored by

cooperatives for about 19 and l0 days on average, respectively. As a comparison,

the private trader.s commonly store paddy and milled rice for about 4 and 2 days on

average, respectively. Savings in storage time could be translaæd into higher

prices payable to farmers, ''ü/ith higher prices to farmers giving rise to greater

purchases. The evidcnce is that every rupiah increase in price is associaæd with

about four kilogmm.s rise in the quantity of paddy sold by farmers. Further

research is requirccl to cstimated the benefits from this stategy.

With incrcascd distance from the location of the buyer's wa¡ehouse, the

quantity of paddy sold by farmers tends to increase. The implication for the

cooperative marketing planning is that the cooperatives should improve their

marketing performance (operational efficiency) by expanding operation through:

(a) establishing more cooperative purchasing (service) centres in the paddy

production areas, and (b) signing the contractual agreement with farmer groups.
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In the former case, the establishment of these centres makes farmers closer to the

cooperatives, and sales can take place when farmers wish to sell their paddy. In

the latter case, the farmer groups are entrusted with the task of collecting and

purchasing paddy from farmers at the farm level according to the agreement signed

with cooperatives. Kohls and Uhl (1990) mentioned that these approaches might

increase operating efficiency of the cooperatives.

The finding of the study indicaæs that the old farmers (60 years of age and

older) tend to sell less paddy compared to the young farmers (less than 40 years of

age). Additionally, the less well educated farmers (elementary school and less)

tend to sell more paddy than the better educated farmers. The survey data show

that about a quarter of the surveyed farmers in the district studied are younger than

40 years and educated to elementary school and less. Therefore, the cooperatives

should target the young and less well educated farmer as market segments by

implementing the exænsion program at the farm level. Through this activity, these

farmers are expected to get more information about the cooperatives and their

benefits, which would be useful in developing a stronger linkages between

cooperatives and farmers.
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ÀPPETi[DICES

Appendix 1

FLOOR PRICE FOR PADDY AND GOVERNMENT PURCHASING PRÏCE

FOR PADDY A}TD MILLED RTCE FROM PRTVATE TRÀ,DERS AND

COOPERATIVES, 1984_93

Year

Floor
Pricea)

(Rp/ks)

Purchasing Price (Rp/kS)

Paddy Mi11ed Rice

Co-op Trader co-op Trader

L984

85

86

87

88

89

1990

9T

92

93

165

t75

L75

1_9 0

2L0

250

270

295

330

340

t77 .7

L87 .7

L87 .7

202.7

237 .7

272.7

282.7

310.0

346.0

356.0

L72.7

L82.7

L82.7

L97 .7

232.7

zot. t

305.0

341.0

351.0

270

285

285

285

390

430

436

480

536

551

264

279

279

279

384

424

430

474

530

54s

a) At Èhe cooperatives' vrarehouses

Source: Depot Logistic of the South Kalimantan Province, 1993
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Appendix 2

QUALITY STA}TDARDS FOR PADDY IN THE 1993 DOMESTIC PROCURM.{ENT

PROGRAM

Quality Specif ications

1. Free from insecÈs and diseases

2. Free from a bad smell, sour or queer smell

3. Free from chemical maÈerials such as ferEiliser,

and oÈher chen'.icals.

medicines,

Specifications - maximum requirements

Component

Paddy Classification
Dry Mill Dry Storage Dry Harvest

Moisture
content

Bnpty grains

and dirt
Unripe and

chalky grains

Yellow and

broken grains

Red grains

1_4t

3t

r.8t

68

7Z

252

1_ 08

l_0858

3E

38

3t
3t

38

38

Source: DepoÈ of Logistic of the South Kalimantan Provj-nce, l-993
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Appendix 3

QUA].ITY STÃ\IDARDS FOR MTLLED RICE IN THE 1993 DOMESTIC PROCURB\4ENT

PROGRÀM

Component Medium Quality

;

I

I

I

i

Degree of polish

Moisture content

Broken grains

Smal1 brokens

Chalky grains

Yellow grains

Red grains

Foreign matter

Bran

Paddy grains

InsecLs or disease

Aspect of smell or acidiÈy

Min. 90t

Max. 'J.42

Max. 35t

Max. 2+

Ma).. 3C

Max 3&

Manc. 38

Manc. l-0 grains/kg,

or 0.5 grams/kg

Clean

Max. 30 grains/kg

Free

None

Source: Depot Logistic of the South Kalimantan Province, 1993
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Appendix 5

Geographical Map of the South Kalimantan Province
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Appendix 6

Huìu Sungai Utara

Di strì ct

Huìu Sungai Selatan

Di stri ct

Geographical Map of the Huìu Sungai Tengah District
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Legend
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Appendix 7

Comporisons of Form Prices for Poddy þetween Privote Troders ond Cooperotives
in the Hulu SungoiTengoh District During the '1993 Horvest Period

Tprice
281
279

308
281

288
285
289
275
288
277
279
279
279

2&
292
281

288
325
275
3V2

308
288
308
308
288
327
281

288
325
288
269
30'r

308
288
279
308

2E2

2E2

269
269
298
279
269
269
3r4
269

269
283

290
3ì5
308
288
285
295
282

289
293
288
2æ
2æ
308
269
269
269
327

34ô
298
288

308
288
308
295
295
269
227

279
282
327

308

288
288
288
275
288

288
288
279
270
279
289
269
3't5

287

269
269
255
2U
33r
308
330
327
269
2æ
3tr
273
34
342
308

34ó
327
288
279
279
308
279
308
269
308
288
269
288

269
2n
273

3ll
273
308
279
285
279
279
3V2
269
287
291
285
273
288

274
285
277

331

34ó
288
288
269
2æ
308
279
285
308

3'r9
298
289
2U
288
308
288
282
269
288
269
231
308
308
289
288
285
269
288
279
279
285
281
269
288
2æ
2æ
2æ
280
2æ
282
269
308

269
312
308

308
288
269
269
269
2æ
255
262
275

2U
267

2æ
273
273
273
2æ
2æ
288
279
308
279
279
293
270
269
298
291

282
282
282
273

273

2&
291

273

255
259
3r8
330
273
278
273
3't8

283
288
288
288
288
288
288
269
273
2U
273

269
269
2&
289
288
282
273
273
298
288
288
298
279
293
2U
280
269
269
2U
291
296
287

271
2U
26
282
282
255
273
273
271
273
273
273
273

Tprice
285
255
3r8
273
285
273
273

2n
296
296
273
296
273

2U
270
285
273
277

289
288
288
298
288
308
255
308
273
262
26
277

2æ
255
282
2æ
273

Meon
St,dev

CV
N

273
3't4
300
2&
2æ
309
273
282
286
291

296
309
288
2æ
288
288
308

308

3æ
2U
2&
273
273
288
288
288
288
288
288

Tprice
285,0
20.1

7.1

173

Cprice Tprice Cprice Tprice Cprice Cprice

Cprice
284.9
17.4

ó..l
167

142



Appendix I

Correlotion Motrix omong the Explonotory Voriobles for Privote Troders

Price lncome Prod. Tlopse Credit Dist, Hsize Age'l Age2 Age3 Age4 Educ2 Educ3

¿
È
(¡J

lncome
Prod
Tlopse
Credit
Dist.
Hs2e
Agel
Age2
Age3
Age4
Educ2
Educ3
Educ4

0,018
-0.0ó

0,0ì 7
-0.04ó

0. r57
-0, r3ó
-0,058

0,0óó
-0,037
-o.044
0.0ró
0,03ó

-0,035

0.359
-o.u4
-0.00ó

o.u9
0.05ó

-0.095
-0,0ó3

0,043
0,l0l

-0.0r5
o.22

0,1 79

o.u7
0. r02

-0.075
0,088

-0,1

0,1 t4
0.025

-0,'r05
0,04ó
0.0r2
0.121

-0.154
0.0r8

-0.r r9
0.126
0.095

-0.104
-0.07
-0.03

-0.01I
0,l4ó

-0,07

0. r5ó
-0.035

0,051
-0.041

-0.Ó25

-0.03ó
-o.127
-0,055

-o.2u
-0.1l4
-0.078

o.124
-0,035

0,08
-0.05

0.m8

-o.295
-0.071

o.292
0.0A4
0.05ó

-0,00ó
-0.037

-o.242
-o.22

0. ró9
-0.078

0, t3
-0,037

-0.459
-0.35'l

0. il9
-0.023

0,038

-o,32

-o,o29

0.05r
0,049

0.02r
-0, r23
-0.053

-0. 187

-o.42 -0.052

Ageì: Age below 3l yeors Educ2: Junior high school
Age2: Age between 3l ond 40 yeors Educ3: Senior high school
Age3: Age between 4l ond 50 yeors Educ4: Acodemy ond university

Age4: Age betwee 5l ond ó0 yeors Tlopse:Time lopse between horvest ond soles

Prod: Poddy production Hsize: Household s2e

Dist,: Distonce between buye/s worehouse ond forme/s house



Appendix 9

Correlotion Motrix omong the Explonotory Voriobles for Cooperotives

Price lncome Prod Tlopse Credit Dist. HsLe Agel Age2 Age3 Age4 Educ2 Educ3

1r¡è

lncome
Prod,
Tlopse
Credit
Dist,

Hs2e
Agel
Age2
Age3
Age4
Educ2
Educ3
Educ4

0.083
0. t52
0, ì49
0,087
0.04ó
o.124
-0.1ó
o.u9
-0.@
0.052

-0.0r9
-0.043
-0.157

0.349
0.095
0.0ó

0.09ó
0.0r4

-0, r3ó
-0,0r8

0.07
0.05

-0,054

0,389
o.216

0,033
0, r55
0,l ló
0, r08

-0,0óó
-0.0r5
-0,02ó
0,0ó9
0.085
0.079
-0.o94

0. r05
-0.059
0.01r
-0.03

-o.149

0,034
0,'t t4

-0.098

0,0r
0,1ó7

0.0M
0.037

0
0.058
-0.08

0.0r r

-0.o44
-0.157
-0.048

-0.04r
-0,023

o.o77
-o.142
0.104
0,108
0,125
0.004

-0.244

0.098
o.22

-0,0ó3

0.19
-0. r02
-0.028

-0.262

-o.2æ
-o,216
-0,0ì3
0.09ó
-o.u2

-0.382
-0.394

-0,05
o,14
0, r59

-0.3r5
o.192
0,004

-0.0ór

-0.09r
-o.144
-0,0ó3

-0.233
-0.u7 -0.0ó

Age l: Age below 3l yeors Educ2: Junior high school
Age2: Age between 3l ond 40 yeors Educ3: Senior high school
Age3: Age between 4l ond 50 yeors Educ4: Acodemy ond university
Age4: Age betwee 5l ond ó0 yeors Tlopse:Time lopse between horvest ond soles

Prod: Poddy production Hsize: Household s2e
Dist,: Distonce between buye/s worehouse ond forme/s house
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Appendix ì0

Correlotion Motrix omong the Explonotory Voriobles for Privote Troders ond Coopercrtives

Price lncome Prod Tlopse Credit Dist. HsLe Agel Age2 Age3 Age4 Educ2 Educ3

Þ(tl

lncome
Prod,
Tlopse
Credit
Dist,

Hs2e
Agel
Age2
Age3
Age4
Educ2
Educ3
Educ4

0.04r
0,037
0.08r
0.0r I
0.rr9
-o.026
-0,l0ó
0,059

-0.023

0.00r
-0.00r
-0,002
-0.09r

0.349
0,0ró
0.019
0.0ó1

0.04r
-0.1 r

-o.444

0,053
o.o77

-0.03r
0.283

0.'19

0.035
0,r28

-0,003

0.099
-0,084

0,051

0.003
-0.0r8
0,0ó4
o.o44
0.0r4

-0.032
-o.o27
-0,0ó
0,043

-0.035
-0.04t
0.037

-0.0ó3

0.007
0, t5ó

-0.0r r

0. r52
-o.02

0.oan
-0.053
-0,0r2
-o.u2
-0, t43
-0.05r

-0. r38
-0.08r
-o.o22

o.u6
0.005

0.08
0.004
0.00ó

-o.27

0.00ó
o.263

-0.01r
0.ìtó
-0,otr
-0,033

-o.252
-0.216
-0, t9l
-0.043

0, il3
-0.039

-0.421
-0.373

0,033
0,0ór
0,098

-0.3r9
o.o76
o.o24

-0.004

-0.037
-0. r3r
-0.058

-o,2ú
-0.045 -0.05ó

Age l : Age below 3l yeors Educ2: Junior high school
Age2: Age between 31 ond 40 yeors Educ3: Senior high school
Age3: Age between 4l ond 50 yeors Educ4: Acodemy ond university
Age4: Age betwee 5l ond ó0 yeors Tlopse:Time lopse between horvest ond soles
Prod: Poddy production Hsize: Household SZe
Dist,: Distonce between buye/s worehouse ond forme/s house



Appendix 11
RICE MARKETING SURVEY
SURWÏ PHUIASARAN GABAH

QUESTI ONNAIRE / DÀF"À.R PERTANYAAII
(SAMPLE FARMER/.gåMPE¿ PETANT)

DISTRTCT/KABUPATEN :

SUBDISTRICI / KECAÌIIATAN :

VILLÀGE/ÐESÀ :

FARMER GROUP/KE¿OMPOK TAT{T :

DATE OF INTERVTEV'I/I{ART WAWATICARA :

TTME OF TNTERV]EW/ WAKTU VIAWAI{CARA:

I. IDENTITY OF RESPONDENT/TDEÀI?TTAS RESPONDEN

Ql-. Name of respondenE,/
Àrama responden

Q2. fs the respondenL/Apakah responden

(1) male/l.aki-7aki
(2) female/perenpuan

Q3

Q4

How o1d are you now?/Berapa usja anda sekarang?
(1) below 20 years/dibawah 20 tahua
(2) 21-30 years/27-30 Eahun

(3) 31-40 years/37-40 tahun
(4) 41-50 years / 41--50 Ëahun

(5) 51-60 years/ 51-60 Èahun

(6) over 6I years/diatas 61_ Eahun

What is your ler,'ei of education?/åpa pendidikan
terakhir anda?

(1) Never gone E.o school/Tidak pernah sekoLah
(2) Elementary school,/ SekoTah Dasar

(3) Junior high school/Sekol-ah Menengah pertarr.a

(4) Senior high school/Sekol-ah Menengah Atas
(5) Academy,/University / Perryruan Tinggi

I

I
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Q5. V'fhat is the size of your household?/Berapa jumlah

anggota keTuarga anda?

Q6. WhaE are Èhe ages of the members of your household?/

Berapa usia dari anggotra keTuatga anda?

(1) bel-ow 7 years/dibawah 7 tahun

(2) 7-13 years/7-1.3 tahun

(3 ) 1,4-2L years / 1-4-27 tahun

(4) above 2l years/djaÈas 21- tahun

Q7. How many persons in t,he household have non-farm
income?/Berapa orang dari anggoEa keTuarga anda
yang menpunyai penghasilan diLuar usahaEani?

Q8. What is the annual non-farm income of the household?,/
Berapa jumTah pendapatan keluarga anda daTam setahun
di]uar usahatrani?

Q9. What is your main source of income?,/,âpa mata

pencaharian uËama anda?

(1) Farmer/PeËanj

(2) Official/ Pegawai

(3) MerchanL/Pedagang

(4) others (specify) /
Lainnya (SebuËkan)

Q10. Are you a member of cooperaLive?/Apakah anda

anggota koperasi?
(1) Yes/Ya

(2) No/ftdak

Rupiah
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If yes, continue/Jika ya, TanjuEkan
If no, go to QI2/Jika tidak, pindah ke Q72

Q11. How long have you been a member?/Berapa lama
anda tel-ah menjadi anggota koperasi?

rI. FÀRM ENTERPRISE/VSATIA T,.¡TT

Q12. I¡lhaÈ is the size of your holdíng?/Berapa -l.uas
Ëanah yang anda niTiki?

Q13 Hov¡ many hactares of paddy did you have in the
1992/93 planting season?/Berapa hektar tana¡¡.an
padi yang anda miTiki pada musjm tanam J,992/1,993
yang Jalu?

Q14. What Èype of land do you have for growing paddy?/
\rpe apa sawah yang anda tanami padi?

(1) Technical irrigation/ Irigasi tehnis

(2) Semi-technical irrigatÍon/ Semi Eehnis

(3 ) Non-technj,cal irrigation/Non-Eehnis

(4 ) Rainf ed,¡ Tadah Hujan

(5) Swarnp fand,/Rawa aËau pa,sang surut

Q15. Besides paddy, what other crops did you grow
in your l-and?/Disamping padi, tanaman apa saja
yang anda tanam diTahan anda?

(1) Maize/Jagung

(2) Cassava,/Ubi Kayu

Ha

Years/ tahun

Ha

Ha

Ha

a

Ton
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( 3 ) sweet potaÈ oes / llbi ,Jaiar

(4) Peanuts,/Kacang

(5) creen peas,/Kacang Hijau

(6) Soyabeans /Kacang KedeLe

(7) Ouhers (speci ) /za (Sebutkan)

Q16. WhaE h¡as t.he toEal producEion of paddy?/
Berapa jumJah produksi padi anda?

Q17. How many tsimes do you usually grow paddy a year?/
Berapa kal-i daTam seËahun anda menanam padi?

(1) once/satu kal.j
(2),twice/dua kaLi

If once, continue,/Jika satu kali, lanjutkan
lf twice, go to Ql9/Jika dua kaLi, pindah ke e1_9

Q18. When do you usually grow paddy?/Kapan anda þiasa
menanam padi?

(1) During dry season (Apri1-September) /SeTama
musjm kemarau (Apri7-September )

(2) During ',¡ret season (October-March) / Selama
musjm hujan (Oktober-Maret)

Q19. Regarding to Q18, what is your major crop?/
Berkaitan dengan Ql-9, mana yang menjadi
tanalnan utama?

Ton
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Q20. How did you rotate the crops?/Bagaimana anda
menggiTir Eanarnan anda?

(1) Paddy/Secondary Crops/Paddy
Padi / Pal-awi j a/ Padi

(2) Paddy/Paddy
Padi/Padi

(3 ) Paddy/Fal1ow/Paddy
Padi/Bera/Padi

(4) OÈhers
Lainnya

( speci fy )

(Sebutkan)

Q2!. What
last
pada

(1)

(2)

(3)

kind of paddy variety did you grow in the
season?,/Varitas padi apa yang anda tanam
musim Ëanam yang 7a7u?

Traditional variety / VariËas l-okal-

High Yielding varieLy / Varitas ungguT

Combination/ Gabungan

If high yielding varieÈy or combination, continue
,Jika vari\as ungguL aÈau gabungan, Tanjutkan
If traditional variety, go Xo Q23
Jika varitas TokaJ-, pindah ke Q23

Q22. Which of Èhese high yielding varieties did
you groh/? /Varitas unggru7 apa yang anda Eanam?

(1) PB/ PB

(2) IR/.TR

(3) Cisokan/Cisokan
(4) Tanjung/?anjung
(5) Musi/Musj

(6) Kel-ara/KeTara

(7) Others

Lainnya

( speci fy )

(Sebutkan)
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Q23. Did you use credlt for lnput purchasing?/Apakah
anda menggunakan kredit unËuk menbeJ-i sarana
produksi?

(1) Yes/Ya

(2\ No/Tidak

If yes, continue/,fika Ya, Tanjutkan
If no, go Èo Q29/Jika t.idak, pindah ke Q28

Q24. I¡Jhere did you get credit?/Dimana anda mendapat
krediË?

( 1) Cooperat,ive/ Koperas i

(2) Others/f,a innya

If ot,hers, contj-nue/Jika Tainnya, Tanjutkan
ff cooperative, go to Q 26/Jika koperasi, pindah ke Q26

Q25. Did you get credit from/Apakah anda memperoleh
kredit dari

(1) family/keTuarga

(2) non-trader money lender/.bukan pedagang
uang

(3) Èrader money lender/pedagang uang

Q26. What form of credit did you geE from such
sources?,/DaLam bentuk apa krediE yang anda
terima dari kreditor tersebut?

(1) Cash for cost of living/"unai untuk Þiaya
hidup

(2) Input,s,/.5arana produksi

(3 ) Combinati on/ Gabungan

Rupiah

Rupiah
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ff inputs or combinatj-on, continue
,Iika sarana produksi aËau gabungan, JanjuEkan
If cash, go Èo Q2Ù/,fika tunai, pindah ke Q28

Q27. I¡Ihich of Ehe following inputs did you geL?/
Sarana produksi apa saja yang anda Eerima?

(1) Fertilizer/Pupuk

UREA/ UREÀ

rSP / TSP

KCL/KCL

ZA/ ZA

(2) Seeds/Bi.biË

(3 ) Pesticide / Pestisida

Insect, ic i de / Ins ektr i s ida

Fungicide / Fungisida

RodenÈ i c i de / Rodentisi da

(4) ZPT/PPC/Zat Perangsang Tumbuh

(5) Others (Specify) /Lainnya (Sebutkan)

Kg

Kg/tr
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III . MARKETING/P.WA.9å.RÂIV

Q28. lVhen did you start harvesÈing your paddy?/

Kapan anda mul-ai memanen padi?

Period/
Periode

Kg

Kg

Mont,h/
BuLan I

W e e k/Minggu
II III IV

Matcr]/MareË
April/.ApriJ
May /Mei
June/Junj
JuIy / Juii
AugusÈ,/,Agrus Eus

1

5

9

13
1,7

2I

)
6

10
T4
l_8
a1

3

7
l_1

l_5

1_9

23

4

8

I2
L6
20
24

Q2e What percentage of the paddy produced was sold?,/
Berapa persen dari jumTah gabah yang diproduksi
yang dijuaT?

(1) less Ehan 25 È/kurang dari 25 &

(2) 2s-49 */2s-49 I
(3) 50-742/50-74 t
(4) 75-992/75-99 I
(s) rooz/L0o I

Period/
Periode

Q30. When did you se1l your paddy?/

Kapan anda menjuaT gaBah?
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Month/
BuTan I

W e e k/Minggu
rt rrr IV

Marel:/MareË
ApríI/ ApriT
þlay /Mei
.Iune/Juni
JuIy / JuJi
August./ågusËus

L

5

9

13
L7

2I

2

6

10
t4
18
22

3

7
11
15
t9
23

4

I
t2
16
20
24

Q31 Where did you se11 your paddy?/Kemana anda
menjual gabah?

(1) Cooperat,ive/ Koperasi
(2) Private Traders,i Pedagang .Sr.r/asÈa

(3) Local markeÈ,/Pasar Lokal-

(4) others
Lainnya

(specify)
(Sebutkan)

If cooperative, continue,/ Jika koperasi, Tanjut.kan
If private traders, go Lo Q40/,7ika pedagang swas|a,
pindah ke Q40
If loca1 market or oÈhers, go to Q4l/Jika pasar Lokal
aËau Lajnnya, pindah ke Q47

Q32 Where did tshe transaction happen?/Dimana juaT
bel-i þerl-angsung?

(1) At the farmgate/Di sawah atau rumah

(2) At. t.he cooperative warehouse/Dj gadang

koperasi

Q33. How long did you have to r^rait aft,er harvesting
before Èhe cooperative purchased your paddy?/
Berapa -l.ama seEeTah panen anda harus menunggu
se.beLum koperasi membeJ,i gabah anda?

Days / Hari
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Q34. How did you know thaÈ the cooperaÈive v/as prepared
to purchase your paddy?/Bagaimana anda Eahu bahwa
koperasi disiapkan untuk membeli gabah and.a?

(1) You cont.ected the cooperat,ive office/Anda
menghubungi kantor kopetasi

(2) The cooperaÈive's personnel came to your
house or farm,/Petugas koperasi mendatangj rumah
aËau sawah anda

(3) You saw a notice,/Anda meLihaË pengumuman
(4) You r¡¡ere told about this by a Ehird party/Är:da

diberitahu ofeh pihak Tain

Q35. How much did the cooperative pay for your paddy?,/
Berapa harga yang koperasi bayar terhadap gabah
anda?

Q36. How did the cooperative pay for your paddy?/
Bagaimana sisËem pembayaran koperasi terhadap
gabah anda?

(1) Cash/Tunai

(2) Cons ignmenE / Kons inyas i
(3 ) Combination/ Gabungan

If consignment, continue/ Jika konsinyasi, Tanju3kan
If combination, go to Q39/Jika gabungan, pindah ke e38
If cash, go to Q39/Jika tunai, pindah ke e39

Q37. Hor^¡ long did you have to waiÈ f or payment from
cooperative?/Berapa lama anda harus menunggu
pembayaran dari koperasi?

Q38. Hoüt much cash advance did you get from cooperative?,/
Berapa uang muka yang anda peroJeh dari koperasi?

Q39. WhaÈ is the distance bethreen your farm,/house Lo the
cooperative warehouse?/Berapa jauh jarak antara sawah
atau rurnah anda dengan gudang koperasi?

Rupiah/Kg

Days / Hari

Rupiah

Km
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Q40. V'lhere did Ehe sale Èo privaEe trader take place?/
Dimana penjualan kepada pedagang swasta berTangsung?

(1) At the farmgate/Di sawah atau rumah
(2) ÀE Èhe private trader warehouse/Di gudang

pedagang

Q41. How did you know that the privaEe trader was prepared
Co purchase your paddy?/Bagainana anda Eahu þahwa
pedagang siap membeTi gabah anda?

(1) You contected the privat,e t.rader/Anda menghubungi
pedagang

(2) The private Èrader came to your house or farm/
Pedagang mendatangi rumah atau sawah anda

(3) You saw a notice/Anda mel-ihat pengumuman
(4) You 's/ere told abouÈ this by a third party/Anda

diberitahu oLeh pihak Tain

Q42 How much did the private trader pay for your paddy?/
Berapa harga yang pedagang bayar terhadap gabah anda?

Q43. How did the private trader pay for your paddy?/
Bagaimana sjsËem pembayaran ol-eh pedagang terhadap
gabah anda?

(1) Cash/Tunai
(2) Cons ignmenE / Kons inyas i
(3) 'Ijon' system (purchasing before harvesEing)

Sistem ijon (penbelian se.bel.um panen)

If consignment, continue/,Jika konsinyasi, Tanjutkan
If cash or 'Ijon' , go to Q46/,Iika tunai atrau ijon,
pindah ke Q46

Q44. How long did you have to wait for payment from the
private Erader?/Berapa Lama anda harus menunggu
penbayaran dari pedagang?

Rupiah/Kg

Days / Hari
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Q45. How much cash advance did you get from the private
trader?,/Berapa uanq muka yang anda t,erima dari
pedagang?

Q46. I¡'lhat is Èhe distance between your house/farm and
the private Èrader \^Iarehouse?/Berapa jauh jarak
anËara rumah/sawah anda dengan gudang pedagang?

Q47. Did you dry your paddy before selling?/Apakah anda
mengeringkan gabah seþel-um menjualnya?

(1) Yes/Ya

(2) No/Tidak

Q48. To which gualiEy standard r,rrere your paddy classif ied
by the buyers?/Termasuk kual.jËas apa gabah anda
dikeTompokan oleh penbeJ i ?

(1) Mill dry paddy/Gabah Kering GiTing (eKG)

(2) Storage dry paddy/Gabah Kering Simpan (eKS)

(3) Harvest dry paddy/Gabah Kering Panen (CKP)

Rupiah

Km

Kg
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Appendix 12
RICE MARKETING SURVEY
SURWI PEJÂIASARAN GABAH

QUESTIONNA\RE / DAFTAR PERTANYAAN
(SAMPLE PRIVATE TRÀDERS & COOPERÀTIVES/SAILPEL PEDAGAI:IC SWASTA s. KOPERASI)

NA}.{E OF RESPONDENT / NAÌ,TA RESPONDEN

ADDRES S /å¿Àlt4A?: VILLAGE / DESA

SUBDI STR I CT / KECAIUIATAII

DISTRICT/ KABUPATEN

DÀTE OF INTERVIEW/TIARI WAWANCARA

TI¡4E OF INTERVIEI^I /,íAKTU WAWAT¡CARA

Q1 . Ho\^r do you advertise your servicez /
Bagaimana anda menakTunl<an pelayanan anda?

(1) Notice/Pengumuman

(2) Word of mouth/Omongan

(3 ) Credit/Pemberian KrediE
(4) others (specify) /

Lainnya (sebutkan)

Q2. What proport,ion of t.ransaction hrere aÈl
Berapa perbandingan transaksi jual beli
yang terjadi di

(1) farmgat.e,/sawah aËau rurr.ah petani

(2) your warehouse/gudang anda

Q3 Did your purchase paddy from farmers on the
basis of /Apakah anda mernbeTi gabah d.ari
petani dengan sjsÊem

(1) cash/ tunai
(2) cons ignmenL / kons inyas i
(3 ) combination/ gabungan

å
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Q4 . Ho\^r dld you decide price Èo be offered? /
Bagaimana anda menentukan tingkat harga

yang ditrawarkan kepada petani?
(1) Published markeE príee/harga pasar

yang berTaku

(2) Floor prlee/harga dasar
(3) OEhers (specify)/

Lainnya (sebutkan)

Q5. WhaE is the guality of paddy purchased from

farmers?,/QuaLitas apa gabah yang dibeJi dari
petani?

(1) Harvest dry paddy/Gabah kering panen

(2) Storage dry paddy/êabah kering simpan

(3) MiI] dry paddy/Gabah kering qi]inq

Q6. Towards the paddy purchased, did you se11 them

in the form ofl?erhadap gaÞah yang dibeli, apakah

anda menjuaTnya daTasn ben?uk

(1) paddy/gabah

(2) milled rice/.beras

Q7. V'lhere did you se11 paddy or mi11ed rLce?/Kemana anda

menjual gabah atau beras?

(1) Local market/Pasar J.okaJ.

(2) Provincial market,/Pasar propinsi

(3) covernnent Agency (DOLOG)/

Pemerint.ah (DOLO})

0/L

0/t

0/L

I
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Q8. How long do you usually store (on average) paddy

or mil1ed rice before selling?/Berapa Tama biasanya

anda menyimpan (secara rata-Tata) gabah atau beras

se.bel.um dijuaT?

(1) Paddy/Gabah

(2) Mi11ed rice/Beras

Q9. Which of the following facilities do you have in
relation to the rice marketing?,/^Sarana apa saja
yang anda miTiki daTam kaitran dengan kegiatan
pemasaran gabah atau beras?

(1) Vriarehouse / Gudang

(2) Godown/Lantai jemur

(3) Dryer /A7at pengering

(4) Truck or Vehicle/Truk at.au Kendaraan

( 5 ) Rice Mi 11 tJnit / RMU

(6) Scale/Timbangan

(7) Moisture Tescer/Afat pengttkur ka.d,ar air
(8) others (specify) /

Lainnya (sebuEkan)

Days / Hari

urriL/ Capasity/
Unitr Kapasitas

I
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